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Abstract
Having experience a large increase in concert activity in recent years, one would
assume that the works of J.K. Mertz (1806–1856) would have experience the same
level of attention within academic circles, however research is still limited. As a
result, this thesis sets out to understand in what areas do Mertz's works differ from
other guitar works in the first half of the nineteenth century—specifically Mertz's set
of character pieces found in his Bardenklänge, op. 13. This thesis will address shifts
in culture, aesthetics and the increasing interest in the ‘Folk’ c. 1800–1850 that led to
the composition of Mertz’s Bardenklänge. Published in 1847, these works are unique
in their instantiation of Romanticism, with few solo guitar works from the time
fitting the mould of character music. The works draw inspiration from Macpherson's
Ossian, Goethe's Willheim Meister, and many common poetic themes being explored
by artists at the time such a love, longing, children, nature, and the supernatural.
Connection to Mertz's piano contemporaries within these works is quite evident,
particularly the likes of Schubert, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Liszt, Chopin. These
connections will be discussed under the context of Mertz's adaptation of a Romantic
style for guitar. Following from an understanding of the contextual background, this
thesis will highlight literary, stylistic and compositional devices within the
Bardenklänge that Mertz employs to compose in a uniquely Romantic style for
guitar.
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Introduction
On October 14th the famous Guitar virtuoso and composer J. K. Mertz
died in Vienna in the 49th year of his life. He was the only one who,
through his compositions, had raised this instrument above the waves
of oblivion; In particular, it is his lovely Barden-Klänge (from the
publishing house Carl Haslinger in Vienna) which will be best
remembered. Many compositions are in manuscript, as well as those
effective duets for guitar and piano, which he performed with his wife
Josefine Mertz in his last concerts (in 1851) and in Salzburg (in 1855)
in the Imperial apartments of the Empress Carolina Augusta with the
greatest applause. His lovely compositions have the advantage that
they can also be performed by any amateur, since all difficulties are
avoided as much as possible. The orphaned guitar, which under his
hands spread an unprecedented charm, has lost its most worthy
representative. As an artist modest, amiable, and witty, he is mourned
by all his friends.1

By the turn of the twentieth century J.K. Mertz’s works appeared to fall out of
fashion on the concert stage, most notably in the era of Andreas Segovia. Thus, to
the general public, it would appear that J.K. Mertz was forgotten. Thankfully, the
second half the century witnessed a revival of his works, which has steadily grown
into the modern day, and in turn, leading to the creation of this thesis. In the rediscovery of his music, Mertz’s flashy concert works were first to impress
performers and audiences alike, and as impressive and virtuosic as they are, it is the
extra dramatic substance that appeared to draw people to his music—something
which had been notoriously absent in guitar’s concert repertoire in the twentieth
century. This, in turn, has encouraged further engagement with his music, and in
recent years many performers and listeners have taken to Mertz’s miniatures, the
focal topic of study in this thesis. Today, the performance and recording of Mertz’s
works is as common as Fernando Sor and Mauro Giuliani; however, research into his

1

Neue Wiener Musik-Zeitung, no. 48, November 6, 1856 (p. 192), trans. Robert Coldwell, accessed 6
June 2019, https://www.digitalguitararchive.com/2017/09/mertz-manuscripts-and-instruments-forsale-1856-57/
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works, particularly his character pieces, is still lacking. It is for this reason that this
thesis will delve into the intimate nature of some of Mertz’s most alluring works
which can be found in his op. 13 set, Bardenklänge. In essence, this thesis aims
provide a contextual background that led to the emergence of Mertz’s Bardenklänge,
followed by an analysis of the distinctive and idiosyncratic style that Mertz employs
in the composition of these pieces.
The following research questions are most pertinent to this thesis:
•

What are the defining elements of style in Mertz’s Bardenklänge?

•

How does Mertz draw from piano repertoire c. 1830, particularly that of
Schubert’s, Schumann’s, Mendelssohn’s, Liszt’s and Chopin’s style?

•

How does Mertz embrace nineteenth-century trends of nostalgia and
interiority into his music, and how does he explore the crossover of poetry
and music?

•

To what extent are the Bardenklänge influenced by the poems of Ossian, and
how does Mertz incorporate Ossianic themes into his Bardenklänge?

The first part of Chapter one details important and relevant shifts in music and
aesthetics that would influence the composition of Mertz’s Bardenklänge. Much of
Mertz’s miniatures (and other works for that matter) suggest he took many ideas
from the nineteenth-century piano repertoire, and therefore, this chapter traces the
development of these ideas to provide context for Mertz’s Bardenklänge. The second
half of Chapter one highlights the growth of influence MacPherson’s poems of
Ossian had on music, and how it links to the rise of literary historicism in the
nineteenth century, followed by an overview of key Ossianic traits within nineteenth-

ii

century music. This provides a framework for analysing Ossianic themes and ideas
in Mertz’s Bardenklänge.
Chapter two traces the development of the nineteenth-century guitar from its roots in
the late eighteenth century up to the mid-nineteenth century in order to provide
context for the emergence of Mertz’s Bardenklänge within the solo guitar repertoire.
Following this, there is a discussion of relevant criticism c. 1830 of the guitar as a
solo instrument that is pertinent to the emergence of the character piece genre in the
instrument’s repertoire and should shed light on the compositional direction Mertz
took in his Bardenklänge.
Chapter three begins with a brief biography of Mertz, followed by an overview of his
works. The main body of this chapter is dedicated to an analysis of structure, key
themes, and compositional devices employed in Mertz’s Bardenklänge. Apropos of
this analysis, special attention is given to the presence of Ossianic ideas due to the
unique nature of that topic in the nineteenth-century guitar’s repertoire. Findings
from Chapter one on Ossian in music will provide a template for this study.

iii

Literature Review
Literature on Mertz is comparatively sparse in comparison with that on many of his
contemporaries, and while his music has garnered increasing interest over the past
few decades, this has not been mirrored in complementary musicological research.
Furthermore, recent research on Mertz lacks any great detail with regard to his
miniatures. It is in this respect that the present thesis differs by shifting the focus
towards the character pieces in Mertz’s Bardenklänge.
Of the academic research conducted into Mertz and his works, the most notable and
largest in scope of such can be attributed to Astrid Stempnik, who published the first
and only catalogue of Mertz’s works alongside important biographical information in
her PhD thesis ‘Caspar Joseph Mertz: Leben und Werk des letzten Gitarristen im
österreichishen Biedermeier’, later published by Peter Lang.2 Stempnik further
contributed to research on Mertz in her Soundboard article titled ‘Concertino or
Trois Morceaux?’ which rectified the confusion regarding the winner of the
important 1856 guitar composition in Brussels.3 Alongside Stempnik, Brian Lee
Torosian wrote his DMus thesis on the topic of Mertz, one that deals with the
dissemination of his music in America after Mertz’s death and up to the early
twentieth century.4 Both authors have contributed much to in the area of research on
Mertz, but their focus is generally directed away from the area of his miniatures. The
same can be said for some of the more recent work on Mertz, such as Andrew
Stroud’s DMus thesis on the influence of the Style Hongrois in Mertz’s ‘Fantasie

2

Stempnik, Astrid: Caspar Joseph Mertz: Leben und Werk des letzten Gitarristen im österreichischen
Biedermeier (Ph.D. diss., University of Berlin, 1989), published by Verlag Peter Lang, 1990.
3
Stempnik, Astrid: ‘Concertino or Trois Morceaux?’ Soundboard, ix/1 Spring 1982, 35–37.
4
Torosian, Brian Lee: ‘Mertz in America: The Music of J.K. Mertz in Early Twentieth-Century
America’ (D.Mus., Northwestern University, 2003).
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Hongroise, op. 65, no. 1.’—a significant but much larger concert work of Mertz’s.5
This is no surprise, due to the popularity of Mertz’s larger works on the concert
platform, but also with the increased interest into his miniatures over the past decade,
it would be fruitful to explore those works in greater detail.
Several articles on Mertz and his music have been published in The Guitar
Foundation of America’s magazine, Soundboard, over a broad range of topics—one
of which is particularly relevant to this thesis is Daniel Adams’ ‘Literary Themes in
Mertz’s Bardenklänge’. Adams covers a general overview of thematic material
found in the Bardenklänge, providing the present topic a template in some areas on
which to elaborate.6 Most notably, Adams outlines areas of the Bardenklänge which
suggest the influence of MacPherson’s Ossian poetry—a key area of focus in this
thesis. While Adams’ article does not provide great detail, it is a useful source in
providing general thematic material throughout the Bardenklänge, which can be
further investigated with greater detail in this thesis.
The distinct lack of primary source material on Mertz can make some aspects of
research quite difficult. Very little exists in the area of biographical source material,
and unlike many ‘Romantics’, there are no known accounts originating from Mertz
to fully understand the man. However, thankfully a large portion of his music still
exists, most pertinent to this thesis being the entirety of his Bardenklänge. Notable
music collections which contain Mertz’s music—including some MS copies—are
The Rischel & Birket-Smith Collection of Guitar Music, the George C. Krick
Collection of Guitar Music, and the Boije collection—the latter serving as a template

Stroud, Andrew: ‘Elements of Style Hongroise within Fantasie Hongroise, op. 65, no. 1 by J. K.
Mertz’ (D.Mus., Florida State University 2012), Electronic Theses, Treatises and Dissertations,
3539625.
6
Adams, Daniel: ‘Literary Themes in Mertz’s Bardenklange’, Soundboard, xxx/4 2004-2005, 26–33.
5
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for the analysis of the Bardenklänge in this thesis. The Boije collection, located in
The Music and Theatre Library of Sweden, hosts nearly one thousand guitar works
in print and a large collection of J.K. Mertz’s works, some of which are in original
manuscript form. The collection was digitised in 2007 and these copies will serve as
a basis for an analysis of Mertz’s Bardenklänge alongside Simon Wynberg’s
impressions of the same editions through Chanterelle publishers.7

7

Wynberg, Simon: J. K. Mertz: Guitar Works, Volumes III and IV (Heidelberg: Chanterelle, 1985).
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CHAPTER ONE

The Romantic Virtuoso in Perspective: Contexts and Aesthetics
In order to provide some context for the emergence of Mertz’s character
works, this chapter focuses on the emergence of smaller, more intimate forms of
composition that arose in the nineteenth century. To most guitarists, the mention of
Mertz will conjure up thoughts of his more dramatic and virtuosic concert works,
such as ‘Fantasie Hongroise’ or ‘Elegie’, most likely due to their popularity on the
concert stage. These are the works that have brought Mertz back into fashion in the
past fifty years, and they are certainly not without merit. However, if we look at
Mertz’s overall compositional output, it paints a different picture from that usually
associated with this composer. He was, indeed, a successful virtuoso, having toured
Europe and won the favour of royalty throughout, but this chapter nonetheless
intends to delve into the other side of Mertz, a composer who embraced the huge
growth in poetic instrumental music. It thus begins with a brief overview of the
social and aesthetic shifts at the turn of the nineteenth century that led towards a
more intimate and poetic style of composition. This feature is then discussed in the
context of piano music, in which smaller forms were most commonly expressed;
these appear to have influenced Mertz’s compositions both formally and stylistically.
The second half of the chapter focuses on the crossover of folk-like styles with the
Western Art Music tradition, the importance of the poems of Ossian within this
context and, subsequently, their significance within the context of Mertz’s
Bardenklänge.

1

Vienna: The Adopted Home of J. K. Mertz
Since Mertz spent most of his professional career living in Vienna (not including his
time spent touring Europe), this chapter will focus briefly on the musical and cultural
life in the Austrian capital.8 Of the major hubs for music activity in the nineteenth
century, Vienna was most notable for its independence from aristocratic patronage, a
result of its bourgeois culture. The emergence of the bourgeoisie arose in parallel
with the disappearance of the peasantry across Europe during the French and
Industrial Revolutions.9 The new middle class developed a passion for music and the
arts from 1815 onwards that contributed to a huge increase in both professional and
amateur music making.10 While professional musicians continued to perform and
write for large concert halls, amateur musicians thrived in the salons of Vienna, as
well as in private homes.11 Political repression in German-speaking Europe was high
at this time, leading the public to turn its attention away from politics and inwards,
towards the home.12 This repression was a consequence of a massive change in
geopolitics stemming from the collapse of the Holy Roman Empire in 1806 and the
Congress of Vienna in 1815, which redrew the map of Europe. The newlyestablished German Confederation, supervised by Klemens Von Metternich, placed
heavy restrictions on the liberal public, resulting in censorship.13 The Carlsbad
Decrees of 1819 were largely to blame for this new repressive environment, due to
their censorship of the press and universities.14

Rink, John: ‘The profession of music’, The Cambridge History of Nineteenth Century Music, ed. Jim
Samson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 58.
9
Carew, Derek: ‘The consumption of music’, The Cambridge History of Nineteenth Century Music,
237.
10
Frisch, Walter: Music in the Nineteenth Century, Western Music in Context (New York and
London: W. W. Norton, 2013), 4.
11
Ibid.
12
Ibid., 34.
13
Ibid.
14
Ibid.
8
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Despite such restrictions, freedom of expression in the arts managed to flourish,
although less publicly than before, as artists were forced into a more secluded and
private environment. The shift towards the private sphere also directed music more
towards the emerging middle class, particularly in Vienna. No longer was music to
be the sole preserve of the elite, enjoyed in grand concert halls and opera houses: it
was now considered equally as the property of a bourgeois public on the streets and
in salons, restaurants, cafes and private homes. By 1820, home concerts organised by
families and friends had outnumbered those given in public halls.15 The citizens of
Vienna disassociated themselves from the harsh political environment of the
Metternich era and enjoyed a new bourgeois lifestyle. Despite the harsh restrictions
implemented between 1815 and 1848, the period did experience political stability, as
well as a rise in the standard of living attributable to the emergence of this new
middle class.16 Despite the demand for bravura that arose out of the early nineteenth
century due to technical advancements in performance by musicians such as Niccolo
Paganini (1782–1840) and Franz Liszt (1811–1886), instrumental music was also
following the changes in social norms, embracing interiority and encouraging a more
intimate style of composition, notably apparent in Mertz’s Bardenklänge.

Aesthetics, Nationalism and the Rise of Instrumental Music
The nineteenth century saw a drastic change in aesthetic beliefs, particularly with
regard to music, which reached new heights within the arts, eventually becoming one
of its most respected manifestations. Eighteenth-century theories classified music as
an aesthetically inferior art form, used mainly for devotion in the church and for

Hanson, M, Alice: ‘Vienna, City of Music’, Schubert’s Vienna, ed. Raymond Erickson (U.S.A:
Yale University Press, 1997), 108.
16
Rink, 57.
15

3

polite social intercourse.17 This view can be seen in the writings of the German
philosopher Immanuel Kant, who claimed that music ‘has less worth than any other
of the fine arts’.18 Instrumental music was not rated particularly highly and was
considered very much secondary to vocal music. However, ideas about music and
aesthetics changed over the turn of the century and increasingly shifted towards the
belief that music’s powerful emotive and descriptive nature was unique, particularly
in the case of instrumental music. These new aesthetic beliefs changed the role of
music from that of an art form for simple enjoyment to an art by means of which an
artist might express sentiments inexpressible by other means.

Despite being a proponent of vocal music over instrumental music, the philosopher
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770–1831) claimed that ‘music was an art of
feelings and mood’, a view in line with the new aesthetic beliefs of the time, while
Arthur Schopenhauer (1788–1860) saw words as only ‘a foreign addition, of
secondary value’. Schopenhauer believed that music had a right to exist completely
independently of text and, in opera, of the proceedings on the stage.19 There was a
developing belief that absolute music had the ability to express what words could
not: an expressive power that transcended words and imagery. Music had the power
to move beyond the expression of specific feelings and to act as a representation of
their deepest nature. This view is exemplified by the claim of E. T. A. Hoffman
(1776–1882) that instrumental music ‘attained a virtually unbound superiority: it was
a language beyond language, capable of expressing the inexpressible and opening up
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profound depths that words cannot reach’.20 Instrumental music was on the rise,
although this did not mean that vocal music had died out during the nineteenth
century. The German Lied and Italian opera were hugely popular and very much
defining genres within the century. However, in line with Romantic aesthetics, the
notion of Romanticism had closer ties to instrumental music and many Romantics
considered instrumental forms to be among the highest forms of beauty within the
arts due to their capacity to transcend words and their almost infinite expressive
power.

The merging of music with the other arts was another defining element of the
Romantic era, most notably the merging of music and poetry. Although this was
prominent within the Lied tradition, the focus of the current chapter centres on what
might be classified as ‘poetic instrumental music’. The idea of poetic music
dominated early nineteenth-century aesthetics, chiefly within piano music.21 The
idea of ‘poetic music’ expressed a paradox, as did many nineteenth-century ideas. In
this case, the paradox resided in the idea that if instrumental music were to free itself
from poetry, it would become poetry.22 This Romantic idea appealed to many
composers of the nineteenth century and, by the 1830s, there was an influx of poetic
instrumental music—most notably the character piece, which is at the core of what
this thesis seeks to examine.

Despite the fact that the Romantic musician looked inwards (towards the home,
family and self-expression), there was still a strong association between
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Romanticism, social politics and nationalism in the nineteenth century. The
formation of nation-states in Italy and Germany resulting from struggles for
independence certainly contributed to this newfound interest in nationalism. Johann
Gottfried Herder (1744–1803) argued that ‘geographical, ethnic, and linguistic
identity was essential in shaping the culture and art of a people’, and rather than
praising the virtues of Greek art as did so many of his contemporaries, Herder looked
to the North for inspiration and praised the native traditions of Germany.23 Herder’s
largest influence on Romantic artists was his published collection of German folk
poetry, and his turn to the North for inspiration is evident in the emergence of the
extremely influential poems of Ossian, which will be discussed in further detail later
in this chapter.

The Piano, Interiority and the Miniature
The piano can arguably be regarded as the most important and popular instrument
played by nineteenth-century composers. Due to its versatility and harmonic
capabilities, it could be employed in chamber music settings, provide
accompaniment for voice or instruments, or be played by itself as a solo instrument.
Owing to its increasing availability and popularity, the piano became a household
instrument and was one of few instruments regularly heard in a solo capacity in
public.24 Public pianists would regularly perform their own music, usually in the
form of a concerto, sonata, variations, or in the style of the miniature,25 the last of
which will be discussed in depth due to its apparent influence on Mertz’s style of
composition, as seen in his Bardenklänge. In the late eighteenth century and into the
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early part of the next, the sonata was still very much a dominant style of composition
within the piano’s repertoire. However, the new shift towards interiority led to a
much shorter, more lyrical and more poetic style of composition, and attitudes
towards the sonata as the supreme form of piano composition waned, thanks to the
new branch of aesthetics influencing composition. The shift towards interiority and
privacy discussed earlier in this chapter supported the development of these smaller,
more intimate forms. The consumption of music was increasingly based around the
home, through private performance and the increased availability of more affordable
books, music and instruments made possible by The Industrial Revolution.

In literature, the move towards private consumption was represented by a new
emphasis on lyric poetry, which expressed or evoked moods, often stimulating
reverie.26 In music, interiority was expressed through the settings of lyric poetry,
accessible to the general public due to the simple vocal lines and manageable piano
accompaniment, which was easily adaptable to other parlour instruments, such as the
guitar and the harp.27 The solo piano’s equivalent of lyric poetry was the miniature,
which might be considered the most intimate form of artistic expression of the time.
The piano miniature was particularly notable within the compositional career of John
Field, who served as a model for many Romantic composers of the nineteenth
century, most notably Chopin.28 The majority of Field’s works consisted of short
pieces accompanied by descriptive titles, such as his pastorals and romances,
although he also used other, then-familiar titles, as in the case of his rondos,
variations and polonaises. Most important to Field’s repertoire of miniatures was the
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Nocturne, a style notable for its lyrical and ornamented right-hand movement,
accompanied by a wide-ranging arpeggiated accompaniment in the left hand. Field
took advantage of the sustain pedal available in new pianos to expand the range of
harmonic accompanying patterns in the left hand. 29 This style of accompaniment
became increasingly popular within piano music, especially in the miniature style
and notably in many of Mertz’s works (ranging from his character works to his
concert works and even his own contribution to the Nocturne genre found in his op.
4 set), which is discussed below in Chapter three.

As miniature forms became more popular, the Romantic Charakterstück, or
‘character piece’, arose from within the solo piano repertoire. Being somewhat of a
sub-genre of the instrumental miniature, the character piece is usually defined by its
attempt to express a single mood, or a programmatic idea within its title.30 The
character piece was one of the two important musical genres of German origin
within the nineteenth century—the other was the Lied.31 Although the character
piece had existed in the past in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century French
harpsichord repertoire, the nineteenth-century German character piece differed in its
qualities. The new German character piece was an expressive work, in line with the
aesthetic changes around the turn of the century, whereas the older French style was
an imitative art.32 Notable composers of the character piece include Robert
Schumann (1810–1856), Felix Mendelssohn (1809–1856) and Franz Schubert
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(1797–1828), the latter being an early proponent of the genre. Schubert followed
Field and, more directly, Vaclav Tomasek (1774–1850) in writing character pieces.33
His set of Impromptus, op. 90, and his Six Moments Musicaux, op. 94, are considered
his most important additions to the genre. However, as an extremely prolific
composer, Schubert wrote extensively in many other styles and would not be
associated with character pieces to the same degree as either Schumann or
Mendelssohn.

Despite pursuing a career in music quite late in life, Robert Schumann became one
of the most successful composers and virtuosos of his time. Schumann composed in
all popular forms of composition in the nineteenth century, with many of his works
falling under the category of character pieces. As well as being a virtuoso and
composer, Schumann was also an avid writer, and thanks to the accessibility to his
writings, we can gain an insight into his aesthetic beliefs about music. Schumann
often distinguished between what he considered to be ‘smaller’ and ‘higher’ subgenres of piano music. Despite originally discouraging composers from devoting
themselves to smaller forms, Schumann’s attitude towards smaller forms changed.
He wrote that ‘one should not underestimate the value of short pieces, for the
performance as well as the enjoyment of such concentrated compositions requires
heightened powers of concentration from players and listeners alike’.34 He also
commented that the ‘sonata had run its life course’ and that ‘this is indeed in the
order of things, since we cannot repeat ourselves for centuries, but rather should
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think about producing what is genuinely new’.35 These comments further illustrate
that the sonata as a genre of piano music was becoming less fashionable and that its
place been taken by smaller forms. It is also interesting to note that even within
Schumann’s sonatas for piano, elements of smaller forms can be observed, such as
within his Sonata in F-sharp minor and Sonata in G minor.36 Schumann’s
contribution to the literature of character pieces within the nineteenth century is quite
large, and their inspiration far-ranging. Most of his works deal with specific themes
or images: Carnaval depicts a carnival in which many well-known figures attend in
disguise; Kinderszenen emotes scenes of childhood; and Papillons is a portrayal of
events in Jean Paul’s novel Die Flegeljahre.

Felix Mendelssohn’s contribution to the character piece literature is mostly centred
on his series of pieces ‘Lieder ohne Worte’, or ‘Songs without Words’ in the English
translation, although he did compose several other character pieces other than the
Songs without Words collection. Mendelssohn published these works over a span of
thirteen years, with the first volume of pieces being published in July 1832,
originally appearing as ‘Original Melodies for the Pianoforte’, and the last two
volumes being published posthumously.37 Although little is known of the ideas
behind Songs without Words, it is believed that they may have originated from a
game played by Felix and his sister Fanny, in which they added texts to piano
pieces.38 Like other composers during the first half of the nineteenth century,
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Mendelssohn was drawn by the ‘definiteness’ of instrumental music, influenced by
the writings of the German musical theorist and friend to Mendelssohn, A.B. Marx.39
Like many others, Mendelssohn subsequently abandoned the sonata as a
compositional genre, once again reinforcing the move away from a larger-scale style
of composition towards smaller forms, although he did engage with sonatas as a
performer.40 Having cut compositional ties with the piano sonata, Mendelssohn
focused exclusively on one-movement character pieces. The set Songs without
Words provides perhaps the most useful template for analysing Mertz’s adaptation to
the genre of character works, because Mendelssohn’s and Mertz’s pieces share many
similarities. Their character pieces were both accessible to amateurs, although a
slightly higher degree of technical proficiency is required for some pieces, thus
catering to an audience wide in ability. They were particularly popular among the
middle class because the wordless songs were suited to the new aesthetic of the
bourgeoisie. Mertz’s Bardenklänge were also published in sets like Mendelssohn’s,
and many pieces shared the same or similar titles to those found in Songs without
Words.

Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words have certainly stood the test of time, although
opinions of its artistic status have been quite polarised since its publication. In the
nineteenth century, the series was largely associated with some of the more negative
ideas of middle-class salon culture, with even Mendelssohn stating at one point that
his pieces were ‘only for women’. However, as Glenn Stanley points out, there is
strong evidence that these pieces were taken seriously by Mendelssohn, shown by
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his public performance of some of the songs, numerous revisions to the pieces and
the arrangement of pieces into several volumes.41

Bardic Ideas, Literary Historicism, and the Poems of Ossian
Unlike many nineteenth-century composers who left behind writings expressing their
thoughts on music, aesthetics and all matters related to the arts, there are no known
writings by Mertz to permit an understanding of the thought processes behind his
compositions. There are some clues to the inspiration behind some of his works,
however, and this is most prominent in the Bardenklänge, largely in the form of
folk-like musical titles, as well as other common Romantic themes from the time.
The abundance of bardic and folk-like titles suggests that Mertz was following
popular trends in nineteenth-century composition through the influence of
nationalistic ideas and the nostalgia of looking back to the ancient past. Such ideas in
the arts were expressed through the new-found interest among the middle and upper
classes in folk music and, in order to understand why Mertz was attracted to folk-like
themes, we must understand where this newfound influence of folk within the arts
came from. This also raises the matter of whether there is any evidence of folk-like
musical ideas in the Bardenklänge, or if Mertz just embraced folk-like themes to
express himself romantically. Before exploring his music for evidence of folk-like
themes and musical ideas, however, we need to know the criteria used to categorise
music as ‘folk’ music, or at least what constituted ‘folk’ music in the nineteenth
century: this requires a return to the eighteenth century and the birth of its origins in
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music, and to the role that composition played in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, as discussed at the beginning of this chapter.

The origin of a composition was largely irrelevant throughout the eighteenth century
because music tended to be categorised by its function. Those categorising a tune in
the eighteenth century considered how it would be used at a particular occasion, and
what sentiments it depicted.42 An increasing interest in localised styles of music and
other arts eventually led composers to draw upon external ideas for the formation of
their music, rather than to compose purely for functional purposes. However, it
seems that it was the concept of the ‘Folk’ that primarily caught the attention of
many nineteenth-century composers, and the purely traditional elements of folk
music were not sought after. Composers did not exactly follow traditional ideas in
their works, instead inventing their own idea of folk music. Matthew Gelbert
believes it likely that their styles did not follow the traditional norms found in
localised folk music because they were created by cultivated and educated musicians
outside the folk scene.43 As an example, he notes that in the case of ‘Scottish style’,
many composers who sought to create it may have been familiar with Scottish
musical traditions but, because of their own musical training, they struggled to
separate themselves from the norms of Western Art Music, only taking certain ideas
from traditional Scottish music.44

The poems of Ossian are most relevant in this case because many of the pieces in the
Bardenklänge allude to or reference Ossian directly or draw on thematic material
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related to him, as did many other works in the nineteenth century. The influence of
Ossian at the time can be traced back to the increasing interest in a localised folk
tradition within the arts, allowing artists to express their own form of nationalistic
ideas within their works. The poems of Ossian played a larger role than just that of a
source for artists to draw upon throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries;
however, it can be argued that they were a driving force in the crossover of ‘folk
music’ and ‘classical music’, a crossover that continued right up to the early
twentieth century. Gelbert asserts that the idea of a European ‘Folk’, the same idea
that Herder drew upon, originated in Germany and Scotland, with Scotland being the
initial catalyst.45 In his assessment, Gelbert notes that Scotland, with the aid of the
poems of Ossian, was used to bridge the ‘primitive’ and ‘civilised’ realms, and that
Scottish culture to the higher classes in Europe represented the idea of the ‘Folk’,
later influencing the English idea of ‘National music’ and Herder’s idea of Volkslied
in Germany.46 Here begins the chain of influence that reached Mertz and many other
composers in nineteenth-century German-speaking lands. Bardic ideas were taken
from Scotland and used in ‘classical music’, most notably in the German-speaking
lands, where Romantic art was flourishing. Bardic ideas in music did not exclusively
derive from Scotland, although it certainly appears to have had the furthest-ranging
influence; Irish tales of Celtic bards had been around for centuries, many of which
originated from the same stories as their Scottish neighbours, but the Irish tales did
not seem to reach their European neighbours to the same extent as the Scottish tales
did. English music had also embraced and utilised the country’s own bardic tales,
predominantly Thomas Percy’s ‘Reliques of Ancient English Poetry’, but this largely
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contributed to the formation of England’s own national style of music, and less so to
influencing music in northern Europe.

The emergence of the poems of Ossian in the late eighteenth century was a catalyst
for both large-scale influence in the arts and massive controversy. The first
collection of works, Fragments of Ancient Poetry collected in the Highlands of
Scotland, and translated from Galic or Erse language, was allegedly a collection of
ancient Gaelic poetry collected and translated by the Scottish writer James
MacPherson. After the publication of the first set of poems, many Scottish figures,
such as Adam Smith, David Hume, Hugh Blair and Adam Ferguson, became excited
at the possible existence of a Scottish epic, and as a result funds were raised to allow
MacPherson to continue collecting poetry, manuscripts and transcribed and
translated oral poetry.47 The funding was successful, with the first epic, Fingal,
appearing in 1761, followed by a second epic, Temora, in 1792. 48 Following these
epics, MacPherson continued publishing Ossianic poetry for the remainder of the
century. The controversy surrounding the poetry came from both the United
Kingdom and Europe, initially arising out of Ireland, where MacPherson was
accused of cultural theft, due to the poems’ purported existence in textual and oral
forms for generations.49 Further controversy arose as a result of anti-Scottish feelings
within England at the time; a national epic for Scotland did not sit well with the
British elite. It was alleged that the translations were a hoax and that no such epics
had ever existed.50 Despite these allegations and controversies, the poems were a
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source of influence within the arts, particularly in the nineteenth century, with two
notable figures instantly inspired by the works: Gottfried Herder, mentioned earlier,
and Johanne Wolfgang von Goethe, as is evident in his Songs of Selma from his Die
Leiden des jungen Werther.51

Ossian’s influence is heavily linked with the influential wave of literary historicism
that occurred towards the end of the eighteenth century. Literary historicism was
integral in the development of nationalism and national texts, through the discovery
of ancient national literature, further enhancing a European divide along national
lines.52 This was most often achieved through a primitive epic whose topic describes
a formative episode in the nation’s collective experience, and linked by form to the
nation’s oral traditions.53 The poems of Ossian were fundamental in this regard. Not
only did they play an early role in the revival of ancient texts and epics, but they
were the first epics to be written in the vernacular, seen as having been retrieved
from ‘antiquity and oblivion’, unlike the language of Homer’s epics.54 Beowulf,
Chanson de Roland, Karel ende Elegast, the Niebelungenlied, amongst many other
ancient texts all came back into the literary canon in the nineteenth century, decades
after Ossian poetry.55 This places MacPherson’s poems of Ossian in a rather special
place, in that they were one of the first ancient texts to be ‘re-discovered’—a
precursor to the revival of many ancient European texts. Furthermore, it highlights
their importance and impact on literary historicism in the nineteenth century.
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The German literary sphere was heavily influenced by MacPherson’s poetry, with
most prominent German writers referencing, or influenced by, Ossian in some
manner.56 Writers such as Klopstock, Gerstenberg, Kretschmann, Schiller, Herder
and Goethe, were all at one point taken in by Ossian’s allure.57 The Ossian craze in
Germany was certainly facilitated by the large amount of English language texts
imported, a language most Germans had some knowledge of. Furthermore, the
English version of Ossian was simple to read, encouraging those with even a limited
knowledge of the language to immerse themselves in the poetry.58 The German
people, much like the rest of Europe, had a profound longing for a return to the
nature which they found in MacPherson’s Ossian. Homer’s epics, which had been
popular during the eighteenth century in German speaking lands, had become less
relevant due to changing aesthetics within artistic spheres. As Romanticism began to
flourish around the turn of the nineteenth century, the Christian Middle Ages began
to replace pagan antiquity as a more primitive object for longing and nostalgia.59 The
Middle Ages often served as an alternative reality in which artists could immerse
themselves into, escaping the prim and proper eighteenth-century classicism. Much
of this was found in old Celtic balladry, and very much influenced by the nostalgic
element of nineteenth-century Romanticism.60 The themes of antiquity, balladry,
longing and nostalgia certainly appeared to have influenced Mertz’s style present in
his Bardenklänge. A resident of Vienna, it appears he too was lured in by a more
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primitive and nostalgic past, like his literary contemporaries in the German-speaking
lands.

The Ossian phenomenon reached the realm of music in the early nineteenth century
and was present in music throughout its remainder. The poetry was sought out by
composers because of its aesthetic and philosophical qualities, which matched those
arising within the sphere of music at the time. Following Herder, many northern
composers looked to the North for inspiration, finding it in the poems of Ossian,
along with rich musical imagery, discussed below under several of the prevalent
themes found in Ossian, many of which are alluded to in Mertz’s Bardenklänge.
Despite Ossian’s large-scale influence on music in the nineteenth century, there is
relatively little research into the area of Ossian in music. Several small studies have
been conducted on Ossian's influence on specific composers, such as John Daverio’s
paper on ‘Schumann’s Ossianic Manner’, and Harry White’s ‘MacPherson, Ossian
and the Bardic Ideal. Some Irish Reflections on a German Phenomenon’.61 In 1993
and 1994, Manuel Jahrmärker and Matthias Wessel compiled separate lists of music
compositions that have connections to Ossian in their PhD dissertations.62 These
were the largest studies conducted on Ossianic poetry and music at the time. Paul
Moulton further investigated Ossianic connections in music in his thesis ‘Of Bards
and Harps: The influence of Ossian on Musical Style’, produced in 2005. Moulton
combined both Jahrmärker’s and Wessels’s lists of Ossianic musical works and
added works found by himself, resulting in a total of 294 musical works referencing
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Ossian.63 As the title of Moulton’s thesis suggests, he was not focused purely on
outlining works that referenced Ossian; he also looked at Ossian’s influence on
musical style, outlining several prevailing themes within the poems of Ossian that
contributed to its influence on musical style. The majority of works found
throughout the combined lists were vocal works, this largely being due to the
difficulty in identifying Ossianic themes in purely instrumental works.64 However,
Mertz’s Bardenklänge was included in Moulton’s list, adding to Jahrmärker’s list of
only nineteen instrumental works.65 Research conducted for this thesis failed to find
any other Ossianic works within the nineteenth-century guitar repertoire, thus
highlighting the Bardenklänge’s place within the genre. The most recent addition to
research on Ossian in music is James Porter’s book ‘Beyond Fingal’s Cave: Ossian
in the Musical Imagination’, in which he traces the traditional sources used by
MacPherson and examines key works by Beethoven, Schubert, Mendelssohn,
Brahms, and Massenet, as well as other lesser-known composers.66

Some notable works found to be inspired by Ossian include Schubert’s
Bardengessang, D. 147, Mendelssohn’s Die Hebriden overture, Jean-Francois Le
Sueur’s opera Ossian, ou Les bardes and Francois-Hippolyte Barthelemon’s opera
Oithhona (premiered in 1768, just three years after The Works of Ossian was
published). These works share many traits considered to be Ossianic in style, as do
many others highlighted by Moulton in his study of Ossian’s influence on musical
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style. In order to identify Ossianic traits in Mertz’s Bardenklänge successfully, it
will be necessary to identify what exactly makes a piece Ossianic in style: a difficult
task since there is no widespread accepted definition of the latter. Moulton’s study is
quite useful in this respect because he identifies many traits that could be considered
Ossianic, which can be used as something of a blueprint for analysing Mertz’s
works. The information that follows is a discussion of key elements found in
Moulton’s thesis, and how his study of Ossian-like works will aid in identifying
Ossianic ideas in Mertz’s Bardenklänge.

Chapter four of Moulton’s thesis addresses Ossianic themes across fifteen different
works and attempts to focus on the more notable composers. The pieces observed are
not so relevant to the investigation of the Bardenklänge as to the actual themes that
Moulton identifies in the works. However, eleven of the fifteen pieces analysed were
composed between the 1800 and 1870, making connections to Mertz much easier.
For the sake of the research focus in the present thesis, the author primarily focuses
on outlining thematic features found in the instrumental works, since Ossianic
themes found in vocal works are largely apparent through their text. Table 1.1
outlines the five main Ossianic themes highlighted by Moulton, with key features
that have been used to create the thematic material. The final column outlines
composers identified by Moulton who explore these themes throughout their
Ossianic works.
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Table 1.1

Ossian Themes

Key Features

Composers

Memory

Dream-like passages

Méhul, Le Sueur, Gade,

Representation of bardic storytelling

Brahms, Sibelius, Bantock,

Introductory and conclusive material Gottschalk
Pastoral images
References in program
Unusual chord progressions
Storms

Chromaticism

Hopkinson, Cooke, Zelter,

Alteration between semitones

Mendelssohn, Gade, Sibelius,

Rapid scale and arpeggio passages

Bantock

Text evocative of storms
Death, Loss, Joy of

Representation in text

Grief

Emulation of religious style

Zelter, Schubert

Word painting
Military Heroism

Use of march style

Méhul, Schubert, Gade,

Fanfare themes

Gottschalk, Sibelius, Bantock

Use of brass instrumentation
Supernatural

Expression in text

Hopkinson, Zelter, Schubert,

Chromaticism

Brahms

Diminished harmonies

Moulton begins his thematic study with memory, finding that that many Ossianic
pieces begin with a bard telling a story, with his memory of the past providing
substance to the music. This representation of memory is apparent in both
21

instrumental and vocal works. However, the approach differs between the two
because, obviously, the instrumental works must achieve this representation without
text. In Niels Gade’s Efterklang af Ossian overture—a piece explicitly referencing
Ossian in its title—the ‘hushed, slow succession of chords’ in the introduction
conjured up images of memory creating an ‘archaic- sounding, out-of-the-mist
image’. It was also found to have portrayed memories of military heroics and
pastoral images, as well as concluding material following the same subdued material
as the introduction. This style of introductory material appears in several other
instrumental works, including two from the nineteenth century: Jean-Francois Le
Sueur’s Ossian, ou Les bardes and Etienne Nicolas Méhul’s Uthal overture. In the
case of Gade’s work, the act of remembrance is referenced in its programme,67
although musically Gade manages successfully to paint the image clearly, creating
elements of an Ossianic style, which can be seen in Example 1.1.

Ex.1.1 Gade, Efterklange af Ossian, bars 1–9.

‘An ancient melody! Presents the great achievements of the day!
Oh Lora, your rippling waves recall memories from the past- …
An ancient melody! Presents the great achievements of the day!
-Such were the bards words-‘
‘Memories of the past often come to my soul with the
Evening sun. Suddenly the songs of our Bard break
Through; The warriors take their shields.’ Moulton, 46.
67
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This slow introductory material mimics the act of contemplating the past. While not
all pieces studied were found to have introductory material with themes of memory,
some were found to contain only concluding material of memory and reminiscence.
Mendelssohn's famous ‘Hebrides’ Overture features faded fragments of the opening
theme in the final bars of the work, suggesting reminiscence within the music, or
more specifically in this case, forgetting. Ex.1.2 shows the opening theme as it first
appears in the flute section, and in Ex.1.3 the theme briefly re-surfaces, played by the
clarinets this time as the piece comes to a close.

Ex.1.2 Mendelssohn, ‘Hebrides’ Overture, bars 1–4.

Ex.1.3 Mendelssohn, ‘Hebrides’ Overture, bars 264–268.

In the case of Ossian: Deux ballades pour piano, by Louis Moreau Gottschalk
(1829–1869), memory was implied in the programme notes but was not evident in
the introductory material. However, the work features dream-like passages using
semiquaver and demisemiquaver-note flourishes; these flourishes appear in many
other Ossianic works and could be considered a connection to memories through
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dream-like states. These dream-like flourishes can be seen in Ex.1.4, a short style of
introduction found in several of Mertz’s pieces in his Bardenklänge.

Ex.1.4 Gottschalk, Ossian: Deux ballades pour piano, I, bars 1–5.

Regardless of whether the dream-like passages are related to memory, they can still
be considered an example of Ossianic features in music. Dream-like features were
also found in Ossian, ou Les bardes, although in a different manner: They were
noted by none other than Le Sueur’s most famous pupil, Hector Berlioz. Berlioz
described Le Sueur’s music as having a ‘dream-like colour’ and said that the
‘Ossianic poetry could not have been translated more nobly or more faithfully to
music’. Moulton noted that unusual chord progressions within the work contributed
to this dream-like state, specifically the B-flat major–F major–D minor–E-flat minor
progression that appears in bars 15-19.

The next thematic feature found expressed in Ossianic works was that of the
Supernatural, which was only found in vocal works, expressed through with the
assistance of text. The idea of the Supernatural is much harder to identify within
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instrumental works, but could also be expressed using unusual harmony, similar to
Le Sueur’s dream-like states. This representation of the Supernatural is not unusual;
it was used throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, although usually
occurring in vocal works and opera. Across the works Moulton identified,
chromaticism and diminished harmonies were used to highlight the Supernatural
elements in the text. However, in a purely instrumental work, it would be very
difficult to claim with any accuracy that certain harmonies are a representation of
this theme, although it may be inferred, and the claim can be helped if the piece has
explicit references to the Supernatural or specifically to Ossian.

As seen in Table 1.1, images of storms—a common phenomenon in the poems of
Ossian—appear to be quite frequent in Ossianic music, found in pieces by
Hopkinson, Méhul, Zelter, Schubert, Mendelssohn and Brahms. Tempestuous ideas
are portrayed in similar ways throughout these works, with the use of chromaticism
and fast-moving arpeggios being the most common features, often in combination.
The alteration between semitones to the accompaniment of bardic text in Schubert’s
Cronnan, D. 282, appears to reflect a tumultuous storm, occurring in both the
introductory and concluding material (see Ex.1.5). In the case of Méhul’s Uthal,
chromaticism and driving rhythms are used to represent these storm-like ideas, with
the aid of dynamic contrasts and altered scales.
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Ex.1.5 Schubert, Cronnan, bars 1–3.

Use of fast-moving scales and arpeggios can be found in Zelter’s Colma, while
Mendelssohn’s opening to the ‘Hebrides’ Overture employs ascending and
descending ideas, mimicking the rising and falling sounds of waves, something
Mendelssohn would have experienced having visited the famous Fingal’s Cave that
appears in the poems of Ossian. These storm-like ideas are certainly an area of
interest in Mertz’s pieces, and there is a direct relation to Mendelssohn’s work in the
title. Mertz names the first piece in the fifth published set of his Bardenklänge,
‘Fingals-Höhle’, presumably after the same cave as Mendelssohn, which features in
the poems of Ossian. The piece is, on the surface, extremely tumultuous, and it will
be interesting to see if any further allusions to Ossian are present in the analysis in
Chapter three below.

Themes of death, lost love and the joy of grief also appear to be common in Ossianic
works. The theme of death was found in almost every song in Moulton’s analysis,
mostly through the tragedy of lost love such as that found in the poems of Ossian,
although, once again, it was harder to identify in instrumental works. The
paradoxical phrase ‘joy of grief’, repeated throughout Ossian poetry, was also found
to be connected to the themes of death and lost love; the pieces featuring it willingly
delved into the emotional turmoil of tragedy. It is notable that contrasting key
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changes and unexpected harmonic movement create this ambiguity about death and
the complex and contrasting emotions that come with it. It is interesting that in
Moulton’s analysis of Brahms’s Darthulas Grabesgesang, op.17, no. 4, where these
themes have been identified, a religious style was also found. The piece begins with
a chant-like unison in the Phrygian mode, creating a religious atmosphere. This
religious style emulated by Brahms’s work is likely to be an expression of
spirituality, a common theme found throughout the poems of Ossian. Moulton
concluded that, by exploring these tragic themes, the composers are exhibiting the
Romantic fascination with death and loss and that this fascination ‘borders on
enjoyment’, echoing themes of joy of grief found in Ossian poetry.

The final theme outlined in Table 1.1, military heroism, stood out because, in
contrast to the previous themes, military images appeared more often in instrumental
works than in vocal works. This was mainly due to the use of brass instruments to
portray military images. In Ossian, ou Les bardes, Le Sueur opens his work with a
Marche Nocturne that features a long-sustained note on the horn, creating the
atmosphere of distant military heroism. It was also noted by Moulton that the use of
the horn may also connote hunting, another common theme that appears in Ossian.
The use of brass instruments to portray military heroism is also evident in Gade’s
Efterklang af Ossian, with its accompanying programme further supporting this
claim. In the case of Mendelssohn’s ‘Hebrides’ Overture, these military brass ideas
can be found at the end of the exposition through a fanfaric theme, also appearing
later in the winds. The appearance of a fanfaric theme in the brass section is not an
uncommon feature of nineteenth-century music and would also have been evident in
many eighteenth-century works. Therefore, this does not necessarily tell us that
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Mendelssohn was explicitly referencing themes from Ossian. However, the fact that
Mendelssohn’s work does explicitly reference Ossian in its title suggests that
Mendelssohn may have been using the fanfaric theme to express something of a
Scottish or Ossianic style. It is unlikely that Mertz used the military heroism theme
because of the guitar’s timbral capabilities, which make it difficult to imitate brass
instruments; however, evidence of fanfaric themes may be present in the
Bardenklänge and worth looking for due to the importance of this theme within
Ossian-inspired poetry.

Moulton continued his analysis of Ossianic ideas in his Chapter five with more of a
focus on stylistic and technical characteristics within the same fifteen works. Table
1.2 outlines these characteristics.

Table 1.2.

Stylistic

Key Features

Composers

Use of harp and/or horn

Méhul, Le Sueur, Gade,

Imitation of harp and/or horn

Brahms, Sibelius, Bantock,

Features
Instrumentation

Gottschalk
Folk-like themes

Pentatonic Scales

Hopkinson, Cooke, Zelter,

Parallel fifths

Mendelssohn, Gade, Sibelius,

Gapped Scales

Bantock

Presence of pre-existing folk themes
Contrasting themes

Tempo changes

Zelter, Schubert
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Metre changes
Narrative form

Introductory material

Méhul, Schubert, Gade,

Conclusive material

Gottschalk, Sibelius, Bantock

Framed Form

Instrumentation appears to play an important role in identifying Ossian-like features,
specifically through the use of the harp and the horn. These instruments appear
frequently throughout the works and, even when they are not present, there are score
markings to imitate the harp and horn. These two instruments are arguably the most
important instruments that feature in Ossian poetry, with special attention being paid
to the harp, the chosen instrument of bards. Many depictions of Ossian show him
accompanying his tales with a harp, and there can be no doubt that these depictions
would have appealed to nineteenth-century composers. The abundance of artistic
representations of Ossian sitting with his harp—two of which are shown below—is
representative of its importance to the poetry.

Fig.1.1 Nicolai Abildgaard, Ossian, 1780–1782.
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Fig.1.2 Francois Pascal Simon Gerard, Ossian, 1801.

As discussed in Chapter three below, Mertz also appears to imitate harp-like sounds
throughout his Bardenklänge. However, there does not seem to be evidence of hornlike features; as mentioned above, this is most likely due to the timbral capabilities
of the guitar, which are not sufficient to produce such a sound. As a result, the
presence of the harp and harp-like ideas are more relevant to this study.

The importance of the harp to Ossianic music is made clear by the instrumentation
used in Le Sueur’s opera, which calls for a staggering twelve harps. However, the
works of Méhul, Gade, Brahms, Sibelius and Bantock were also found to have been
explicitly scored for the harp, further suggesting the importance of this instrument in
Ossian-related music. Moulton notes the role of the harp in this music: namely, that
it is used as a narrator to the music; in several of the works, the harp is present in the
introductory material, which appears to introduce, and comment on, the musical
events that follow. Gade’s Echoes of Ossian is a prime example of this feature: the
harp remains silent for most of the work, but acts as a musical narrator when it
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appears, featuring in the primary theme of the work. Gottschalk’s Ossian Ballades
does not score for harp, but the flourishes outlined in Ex.1.4 appear to imitate the
idiomatic style of the harp, alluding to the presence of the instrument. These
imitations appear only at the beginning and end of the pieces, serving as introductory
and concluding material. This use of harp-like figures to imitate the telling of a story
by a bard is particularly important to the investigation of the Bardenklänge because
Mertz employs similar techniques in several of his own pieces.

The appearance of folk-like themes is briefly discussed by Moulton, highlighting the
use of pentatonic scales, parallel fifths, and ‘gapped’ scales to create folk-like
melodies and a ‘Scottish’ style, as discussed above. While most of the composers
examined used these features to create a sense of local colour, Gade was found to use
an actual Danish folk-tune in his overture. This is no doubt due to his familiarity
with Danish folk music, being Danish himself. However, as discussed earlier, most
nineteenth-century composers were constrained by the idioms of conventional
Western art music, using or attempting to imitate local folk colour on the basis of
their limited understanding of standard folk traditions. While Mertz’s works do
appear more harmonically colourful than many works by his guitarist-composer
contemporaries, it appears that he, too, stays within the confines of the standard
Western art music tradition.

Moulton also discusses larger structural features, such as contrasting themes and
Ossian-like forms. The use of contrasting themes is suggestive of the extremes found
in Ossianic poetry, which juxtaposes violence and love, peace and turmoil, and
victory and defeat. Contrasting themes may appear in different forms, but Moulton
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mainly identifies the contrasting nature through tempo and metre changes. It can also
be argued that drastic changes in harmony and melody may also suggest the
juxtapositions of Ossian poetry, features that the present writer investigates below in
the Bardenklänge.

The presence of a narrative in Ossianic music has been identified as being of
particular importance, appearing in the works of Schubert, Méhul, Gade, Gottschalk,
Sibelius and Bantock. Because the act of storytelling is central to the theme of
Ossianic poetry, the composers sought to emulate it in their works. The used of a
framed form was noted by Moulton as one way to achieve an Ossian-like narrative.
Introductory and concluding materials are used at a more basic level, yet some
composers, such as Gade, used palindromic structures to achieve a story-like
narrative. Structures that are more complicated, such as Gade’s, would only suit
larger forms, and Mertz’s works are likely to exhibit a somewhat simplified framed
form, given their length. The presence of introductory and concluding material is
evident in many pieces found in Mertz’s Bardenklänge, a likely example of Ossianic
form or, at the very least, of its influence.

Moulton’s thematic analysis of Ossianic works will be a useful tool in identifying
Ossianic traits in the Bardenklänge. With very little research into actual Ossian-like
musical traits, identifying them would be quite difficult—an in-depth knowledge of
the poetry itself would be needed. Although many of these themes may seem quite
general, and certainly were adopted by nineteenth-century artists independently of
the influence of the poems of Ossian, they all feature heavily throughout
MacPherson’s Ossian, and it would be safe to assume that were a composer to
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mention the poems of Ossian explicitly in their works, such as in a title, that the
thematic material that follows is likely also to derive from Ossian. It is also worth
considering how influential such works as the poems of Ossian were during the
nineteenth century; they certainly would have played a role in increased interest
towards the common thematic material in question. John Daverio suggests that, in
certain cases, it would be more useful to show how Ossianic themes evoked a blend
of musical responses from composers in the nineteenth century, due to the difficulty
in defining an exact Ossianic manner.68 The idea is also relevant in the context of
Beethoven’s instrumental music, a composer who never explicitly references Ossian,
but was aware of the poetry and often emulates an Ossianic style.69 This is worth
considering because only two of Mertz’s works appear to reference Ossian directly,
the others only alluding to Ossian-like ideas.

It is also quite clear that Mertz was influenced by early nineteenth-century pianism,
evident in his idiosyncratic style and his adaptation of the character piece, which
may suggest that his adaptation of an Ossian-like style could have stemmed from
composers such as Schubert, Mendelssohn and Schumann rather than directly from
Ossian’s poetry. Nonetheless, it is important to identify these ideas to analyse the
extent to which Mertz was influenced by Ossian (as Moulton did in his study). The
current writer has previously highlighted evidence of these themes within Mertz’s
works in his undergraduate thesis,70 but the intention here is to delve much deeper.
Evidence of Ossianic influence in Mertz’s works, as well as other literary influences,
already suggests that Mertz was following popular trends in the nineteenth century,
Daverio, John: ‘Schumann’s Ossianic manner’, 253.
Porter, 102–103.
70
Doran, Brinsley: ‘Bardenklänge: An Investigation into J. K. Mertz’s Adaptation to the Romantic
Trends of the Nineteenth Century’, unpublished (B.Mus. diss., Dublin Institute of Technology, 2015).
68

69
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and his works were very much of their time. However, the degree to which Mertz
was influenced by Ossian and other popular literary works remains to be determined.
The traits that Moulton identified will be further discussed in Chapter three to
highlight Mertz’s adaptation of an Ossianic style in several pieces found in his
Bardenklänge, and to attempt to establish another example of influence between
Mertz and some of his contemporary piano composers, such as Schubert, Schumann
and Mendelssohn.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Guitar in the Nineteenth Century: Context for the Emergence
of the Character Piece Genre in the Guitar’s Repertoire (c. 1800–c.
1850)
In order to place Mertz’s Bardenklänge in context, one must understand the general
state of guitar composition in the first half of the nineteenth century. Because
character pieces were an important genre of Romantic piano music throughout the
first half of the century, one might assume that they would be present in the guitar’s
repertoire from an earlier point than the 1840s. However, this was not the case, and
the guitar does not appear to have been associated with this genre until much later in
the century. This chapter traces the history of the six-string guitar that emerged
around 1800 and highlights further developments with regard to the instrument and
its repertoire. Issues associated with the guitar’s development, criticism thereof and
difficulties the instrument endured will be addressed before delving into the career of
Mertz, providing context for the intimate nature of his Bardenklänge. Major
developments in guitar composition and performance will be discussed in the context
of several important figures throughout Europe, while developmental issues that
occurred will be critically analysed through engagement with historical sources from
that period. It should be noted that the objective of this chapter is not to compare the
compositional worth of each nineteenth-century guitarist-composer of note but,
rather, to highlight the impact each had on the development of the instrument, paving
the way for the emergence of a Romantic style in Mertz’s works.
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The Development of the Nineteenth-Century Guitar
The move towards a six-string guitar was not a universal event that happened to
occur at the same time throughout Europe but, rather, the result of a gradual shift
occurring across different countries due to many factors, such as new compositional
styles, increased concert activity and changing political and cultural climates. The
guitar and its music developed at different rates across Europe; however, it was
largely focused on the musical centres of the time: London, Paris and Vienna. Spain
and Italy were also important in the development of the guitar, largely through their
export of prominent figures and guitar designs, and will be therefore discussed
alongside London, Paris and Vienna.

Throughout the eighteenth century, the five-course model guitar was the most
popular and commonly used instrument on the market and continued to be employed
in many countries well into the nineteenth century. The five-course models were
useful for strumming and accompanying singers but, generally, were not fit to keep
up with the direction in which guitarists were moving (namely, the development of
the instrument as a serious concert instrument alongside the piano and violin). In
order for this to happen, two major developments had to occur in guitar construction
and composition: the eradication of courses and addition of a sixth string, and the
move from tablature to standard musical notation. Both of these changes emerged
from Italy and Spain, but the concepts were exported to the musical capitals, where
they flourished and grew.

Spain, a country long associated with the guitar, produced many important figures
who shaped the future of the instrument. Despite retaining courses for much of the
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early nineteenth century and favouring a six-course model, Spain nurtured many
important figures in the development of the nineteenth-century guitar, the first of
these being Padre Basilio (1760–1800), a Cistercian monk, organist and guitar
teacher. Basilio’s emphasis on the guitar’s potential as a solo and polyphonic
instrument was an important stepping stone in the development of the guitar in the
nineteenth century.71 Federico Moretti (1769–1839) can be considered particularly
notable in the chain of influence stemming from Basilio in terms of elevating the
guitar as a solo instrument. Despite originating in Italy, where he formulated groundbreaking ideas, Moretti moved to Madrid to take up a military post at the court of
Spanish King Carlos IV.72 The first of his ideas was the recommendation that
Spanish players follow in French and Italian footsteps by using single strings, in
order to tune more quickly, and for strings to last longer (despite evidence
that French players still preferred double courses in the last decade of the eighteenth
century and part of the early nineteenth century).73 He was also hailed by both Sor
and Aguado for being the first guitarist-composer to distinguish between various
voices in his notation, something Sor perfected a few decades later and a system that
Giuliani introduced to Vienna.74 However, despite implementing these new
notational and physical innovations, Moretti also held to the view that, generally, the
guitar was primarily suited to the role of accompaniment, due to the difficulty in
executing intricate solo instrumental music.75 As will be shown below, this thought
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remained commonplace among nineteenth-century music critics, although Moretti
himself modified his stance on this issue later in his career.76

The Galant Style and a Shift towards Virtuosity
The delayed emergence of what was conceptually the birth of the modern guitar in
the first half of the nineteenth century affected the style of music that was composed
for the instrument. In the latter parts of the nineteenth century, the guitar was, for the
most part, an accessible instrument for amateurs to perform entertaining vocal and
instrumental pieces, and the instrument had not yet reached concert instrument
status.77 By the turn of the century, its music was still very much cast in the galant
style. This style was highly suited to amateurs, and in France in particular, the guitar
experienced increasing levels of popularity leading up to the nineteenth century.78
The galant style was suitable for the guitar of the time because of such features as its
pared-down part writing, clear separation of harmony and melody, simple harmonic
accompaniments, slow harmonic rhythm and the use of an ‘Alberti’ bass: simple
ideas that could be employed easily by an amateur guitarist.79 This style of writing
prevailed well into the nineteenth century, particularly amongst lesser composers,
but elements of the galant style are also notable in works by Ferdinando Carulli
(1770–1841), Mauro Giuliani (1781–1829), Matteo Carcassi (1792–1853) and all the
great guitarists of the early nineteenth century. One of the more frequently used was
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the Alberti bass, which was commonplace in guitar composition throughout the
nineteenth century80 (see examples below):

Ex.2.1 Carcassi, Trois Sonatines, op. 1, ‘Rondo’, bars 1–16.

Ex.2.2 Giuliani, Divertissements pour la guitarre, op. 78, no. 1, bars 1–11.

80
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Ex.2.3 Giuliani, Sonata, op. 15, bars 1–11.

Ex.2.4 Giuliani, Grand Overture, op. 61, bars 84–91.

As the guitar developed and became increasingly popular throughout Europe, so did
a drive for concert instrument status. With the adoption of standard musical notation,
physical advances and new pedagogical tools, players attempted to raise the status of
the guitar to that of the violin and pianoforte as a solo concert instrument. Virtuosity
had become the new craze throughout Europe in the first half of the nineteenth
century, and the travelling virtuoso had become a cult-like figure. Despite lagging
behind other instruments in composing in contemporary styles, in the early
nineteenth century, the guitar followed the trend in terms of striving for greater
virtuosity.81 The first three decades of the century saw a huge growth in virtuoso
guitarists, who created a new excitement over the instrument, allowing it to flourish
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and be embraced in a manner not seen before. The first of the great guitarists to
embrace and compose virtuosic works for the guitar was Ferdinando Carulli.

Around 1809, Carulli began to establish himself as a virtuoso, teacher and composer,
receiving very favourable reviews for his concerts, which were noted for his
virtuosity, a rare trait for a guitarist at that time.82 Carulli’s prolific compositional
and performance career in Paris was instrumental in the guitar’s development. He
was one of the first guitarists to show what the instrument could do in terms of
harmony, timbre and virtuosity.83 Carulli borrowed ideas from the contemporary
piano and violin repertoire, although this was largely in the form of virtuosic
passages, such as rising phrases in thirds, sixths and octaves, left-hand legato
techniques, glissandos and harmonics.84 As a pedagogue, Carulli developed the
instrument further, most notably through his Méthode complete, op. 27, a popular
guitar method disseminated throughout Europe for many decades after its first
publication.85 Alongside Carulli, the guitarists Mateo Carcassi and Francesco Molino
raised the instrument to new levels of popularity and professionalism in Paris, paving
the way for the arrival of Fernando Sor (1778–1839) in 1823.

This new emphasis on virtuosity within the guitar world generated great interest in
the instrument in Paris, which was mirrored in other musical capitals, most notably
in Vienna with the arrival of Mauro Giuliani in 1806. Giuliani, like Carulli and many
other guitar virtuosos of the early nineteenth century, emigrated from Italy in order
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to further his career. Having originally studied the ’cello and counterpoint, Giuliani
shifted his focus to the guitar going on to build one of the most celebrated careers in
the history of the instrument.86 Giuliani was not only hailed as one of the greatest
guitarists of his generation but also praised for the advances he made in guitar
pedagogy, composition and notation. Thomas Heck places particular emphasis on
Giuliani’s adoption of musical notation in place of tablature: Giuliani was following
Molino, who was a pioneer in this regard. Violin notation was used first for the
guitar, making use of the treble clef (although the guitar sounds an octave lower),
copying the violin’s form of notating neck positions and marking double stops, triads
and larger chords on one single aligned stem.87 Although there was a push toward a
more contemporary style of notation, the lack of separation of harmony and melody
was primitive and inadequate, and consequently very little music notated in this style
remains.88 Giuliani was one of the first in Vienna to write guitar music in standard
musical notation. He was writing in a manner more enhanced than that of some of
his contemporaries, employing a consistent use of stem direction to separate
voices.89

The move towards standard notation was a tremendous development in the history of
the guitar, enabling subsequent guitarists to compose in styles that were more
contemporary, but its relatively late appearance also served to hold the instrument
back temporarily, and it is likely one contributory factor to the slightly outdated
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compositional styles used by many guitarists throughout the nineteenth century.
Composers such as Giuliani and Molino (who, as mentioned above, were among the
first guitarist-composers to adopt standard musical notation) did so, for the most
part, using the classical style of the late eighteenth century.

Heck, one of the foremost scholars on Giuliani, states that ‘one need not beg the
issue’ of Giuliani composing purely in the style of Mozart and Haydn, which is
marked by the phrase structures, chord progressions and rhythmic turns employed in
his compositions.90 Instead, Heck believes, in order to assess Giuliani’s musical
achievement, a comparative approach is best suited that takes note of guitar music
written before and after for the same instrument.91 In this comparative analysis, Heck
looks to the music of Leonard von Call (1767–1815) and Anton Graeffer (dates
unknown), guitarists and predecessors of Giuliani. Call’s compositions are found to
have little to no understanding of the guitar’s melodic capabilities, while Graeffer’s
works contain ‘incorrect harmony’ and poor voice-leading – issues that do not arise
in the music of Giuliani. This lack of harmonic and melodic awareness in guitar
composition appears to be something that Giuliani wished to correct, stating so
himself in the preface to his op. 1, Studio per la chitarra.92

Progressive Shifts in the Music of Giuliani and Sor
Around the turn of the century, Europe was experiencing the birth of the modern
guitar, with its associated physical advances, notational shifts, and the dissemination
of guitar pedagogy, although this new instrument would naturally take some time to
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fully develop. Aided by these advances, the newly developed guitar generated great
excitement, facilitated too by the high levels of virtuosity shown by the likes of
Giuliani, who was considered by many to be the inventor of a new style of playing:

Among the professors of the Spanish guitar, it is well known that the justly
celebrated Mauro Giuliani, is not only the first and most distinguished
performer thereon, but he must be considered as the inventor of a new method
of playing, by which he has demonstrated the abundance of harmony, and the
beauty and power of which this agreeable instrument is capable. 93

It is plausible that, as a former student of Giuliani, there is some degree of bias in
this assertion by Felix Horetzky (1796–1870). However, the student-pupil
relationship does not detract from the fact that Horetzky was a well-recognised
performer and composer in his day, giving Giuliani the highest praise and going so
far as to attribute to Giuliani the creation of a ‘new method of playing’. It would be
unfair to credit Giuliani alone with the creation of a new method of performance and
composition, because the efforts of a few players before him certainly facilitated this
new method, but on the basis of numerous concert reviews praising Giuliani’s style,
we can infer that he was one of the most influential and respected guitarists in the
century, who, with only a handful of guitarists, attained a level of celebrity:

Then (late in 1806) Herr Mauro Giuliani, a Neapolitan, came to us – a man
who had been led early in the right direction through a correct sense of
harmony, and who, as an accomplished virtuoso, combined with the most
correct performance of the greatest perfection of technique and of taste. He
began writing in the new manner here, and during his extended stay he has
already presented us with a series of charming compositions which may all be
regarded as models of good style. Through his teaching and the competition he
has aroused among teachers and lovers of the instrument, he has formed for us
so many outstanding amateurs, that there could scarcely be another place where
authentic guitar-playing is so widely practiced as here in our Vienna.94
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While Giuliani’s numerous compositions were celebrated throughout Vienna,
concert reviews would suggest that it was his ability to perform that created his cultlike status; his music was still considered relatively out-of-date. By contrast,
Giuliani’s Spanish contemporary Fernando Sor seems to have been more celebrated
as a composer, while also being recognised as a great performer. The following
quotation is from a letter to the editor of the nineteenth-century guitar journal The
Giulianiad:

It is a fact that, until the arrival of Sor in this country, which took place about
fifteen or sixteen years ago, the guitar was scarcely known here, and the
impression he then made on his first performance at the Argyll Rooms, which I
attended, was of a nature which will never be erased from my memory; it was
at once magical and surprising; nobody could credit that such effects could be
produced on the guitar!95

The reviewer comments further:

I am well acquainted with the voluminous productions of Giuliani, and have
learned duly to appreciate them; still, I trust it will not be considered as
prejudice on my part when I say, that the beautiful compositions of Sor have
touched and inspired my soul beyond all others. What wonder then that such
became the chosen objects of my particular study; and if it is said of Giuliani,
that “he must be considered as the inventor of a new method of playing” –
perhaps I may be permitted to say, that we ought to consider Sor as the inventor
of a new method of composing.96

As can be deduced from contemporary reviews such as that cited above, Sor’s
compositions were certainly highly regarded. Alongside Giuliani, he worked hard to
improve compositional, performance and pedagogical advances in the instrument,
and was highly praised for his application of harmony to the instrument.97 Sor
inherited the idea of writing in several voices for guitar and perfected it during his
career. However, despite innovative compositional advancements in the music of
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both Giuliani and Sor, a thoroughly ‘Romantic’ style was yet to be seen amongst the
growing number of guitar compositions being published.

In his doctoral dissertation, Thomas Heck attempts to trace some environmental
factors that may have led to the appearance of a six-string model guitar around 1800.
He traces this development back to the role of the lute and baroque guitar in
preceding centuries, noting that guitars tended to be overshadowed by keyboard
instruments due to physical constraints (a trait that continued into the nineteenth
century).98 Although earlier guitars differed in many ways from nineteenth-century
and modern-day guitars, Heck makes an interesting point regarding the evolution of
the instrument, noting that a shift in emphasis and focus on chords from the baroque
to classical period may have influenced guitar design, which would, in turn, have
encouraged players to compose in such a style.99 This theory is further supported by
the addition of the sixth string, most likely as a functional development to facilitate
the roots of chords I, IV and V in the low strings, allowing the upper strings to
perform melodic and triadic use.100 Essentially, Heck suggests that developments in
guitar construction that led to the nineteenth-century, six-string model occurred due
to shifting musical attitudes and taste, which led to an instrument designed to
perform music of the classical era. As Heck comments:

Most early guitarists thought of it from the start as a solo instrument for the
performance of classic, thoroughly tonal instrumental music of more-or-less
homophonic texture. The functional ordering of its strings (from a harmonic
point of view), not to mention their prosaic names, assure us that, although its
body shape may have existed in the renaissance and earlier, the six-string guitar
itself is peculiarly adapted to the musical style commonly called classic. Its
configurations, nomenclature, and tuning all add up to making it highly
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unlikely that the so-called classic guitar could have existed prior to the mid18th century.101

If this is in fact true, it is no surprise that a thoroughly ‘Romantic’ style did not
appear until much later in the century, given that the ‘classical guitar’ only became
the standard model across Europe well into the first few decades of the nineteenth
century. While this development and the late adoption of notation were certainly
ground-breaking, their occurrence toward the end of the classical period meant that
composers such as Giuliani, Sor and Carulli adopted what was, in effect, an already
outdated idiom for the instrument.

In a sense, then, the first part of the nineteenth century instanced an attempt to catch
up with the musical mainstream on the part of guitarist-composers. Further evidence
of the nineteenth-century guitar being limited in design for the performance of the
increasingly chromatic music of the Romantic era is that the sixth string favoured
certain keys, mainly D and A.102 This was certainly an issue for much of the century,
and can even be seen in the context of both Mertz’s and Costé’s music, in that the
vast majority of their music is centred around keys of C, D and A, and occasionally
F and E.103

Indeed, a thoroughly ‘Romantic’ style did not become common in terms of guitar
music until well into the 1840s. This has been the consensus in guitar research,
although some have argued that certain elements of Romanticism were present in
works by Sor, Giuliani and even Carulli. Fernando Savino has argued that all three
of these composers (with a larger focus on Sor) feature elements of early
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Romanticism in their works, when analysed in terms of their use of genre, form and
compositional technique.104 On the topic of genre, Savino notes that both Giuliani
and Sor composed a small number of sonatas, a genre usually associated with the
classical period.105 Moreover, it is notable that the sonatas they did write featured
elements of early-Romantic sonatas; through the use of the tonic/mediant
relationship and theme quotation throughout movements (Giuliani), and complex
harmony and regular key movement (Sor).106 An interesting feature of Savino’s
analysis of Sor’s works is that it revealed a gradual move towards a more Romantic
style. Savino references Brian Jeffery’s lists, which separate Sor’s works into
periods, noting that the early period features genres largely in the mould of the
Classical style.107 In Jeffery’s lists, Sor’s Sonata Prima, or Grand Solo, as it is more
commonly called, does feature some elements of an early-Romantic sonata. In fact,
the piece is closer to a free fantasy in which themes recur than to a work in strict
sonata form, and its moves through some rather unusual keys, beginning in D and, at
one stage, reaching D-flat major.108 However, Savino observes that Romantic traits
become much more apparent in his later op. 25 sonata, a piece littered with nonharmonic notes, diminished seventh chords, Neapolitan harmonic relationships and
numerous secondary dominant chords, all fitting into a modified sonata form.109 The
gradual shift in style is further highlighted by Sor’s abandonment of the sonata,
which he replaced with fantasies—an extremely popular genre explored throughout
the nineteenth century.110
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Ex.2.5 Sor, Grand Solo, bars 114–131.

Jeffery notes the unusual length of Sor’s and Giuliani’s sonatas, noting that nobody
else in Europe had attempted such ambitious works.111 This is further proof that the
guitar experienced some form of ‘catch-up’ because of its late development, and that
composers were only beginning to understand what it could do. Sor’s complex
harmony does create difficulties in performance, and this was noted during his time.
Critics were also keen to praise Sor, but wondered why his skills were not put to use
on other instruments, as can be grasped from the following review:

M. Sor does very pretty things on the guitar; but I confess that I have always
regretted that this artist, whose musical intelligence is far from ordinary, does
not devote himself to an instrument which would offer greater resources to his
ability. On Hearing M. Sor, one recognizes a superior artist; but, I repeat, why
does he play the guitar?112
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Sor’s sonatas (and later, his fantasies) are unquestionably Romantic in terms of
harmonic colour, facilitated by the composer’s foundation and expertise in harmony.
However, Sor had to sacrifice an idiomatic approach to composition in order to
compose in such a way. Most of Sor’s contemporaries, although composing in
slightly outdated styles, wrote in a very idiomatic manner for the instrument, making
the guitar accessible to the wider public. The ‘Grand Solo’, first published as Sonata
Prima (Ex.2.6), was ‘watered down’ by a later publisher in 1822 for commercial
purposes (Ex.2.7), presumably due to the inaccessibility of the work, while in his
Sonata in C, Sor focused purely on developing musical ideas and values, paying
little attention to what the guitar can easily do.113 He replaced shallow virtuosity with
a revolutionary, non-arpeggiated style that brought a more complex harmonic,
polyphonic, even orchestral approach to guitar writing.114 While this style was
refreshing, and elements of it can certainly be seen in Napoleon Costé’s works, the
guitar would eventually experience a lull in activity, and was in need of a more
approachable style of composition.
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Ex.2.6 Sor, Grand Solo, Castro edition, bars 1–20.

Ex.2.7 Sor, Grand Solo, Meissonnier edition, bars 1–18.
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The Capabilities of the Nineteenth-Century Guitar: Criticism Thereof
To a certain extent, the guitar emerged from its former status as a domestic and
traditional instrument to one that found its place on the concert stage. The physical
and musical developments in the first thirty years of the nineteenth century were
monumental in the context of the instrument’s history, but with this meteoric rise
came a steep decline in activity. As a social instrument, it remained popular
throughout the entire century, but critics were quick to highlight its limited
capabilities on the concert platform, particularly in an age in which the grandiose
was celebrated—an attribute in which the guitar did not shine:

The guitar is now an instrument very much in fashion, but in our opinion,
although very well as an accompaniment to a romance, it is ill suited for solo
performances, unless it be in the hands of a Sor or a Huerta. The latter
(notwithstanding his sins against harmony), invests this sorry instrument with a
power almost superhuman.115

Once again, we see Sor (and Huerta as a performer) being praised, but the guitar’s
status as a serious concert instrument being ridiculed. One of the most recurrent
complaints about the guitar appears to concern its low sonority. This is no surprise,
because guitarists were attempting to raise the instrument’s virtuosic status to the
same level as that of the violin and piano, naturally much louder instruments.
Alongside other virtuosos, such as Marco Aurelia Zani Di Ferranti, Huerta built his
career as a soloist, and amongst amateurs the lack of volume was not a problem.
However, the increasing size of concert halls was to create greater difficulties in
terms of projection for the guitar.116 There were many efforts to make the instrument
louder, one being the collaboration of French luthier René Lactôte and Carulli to
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create the decacorde, a ten-stringed guitar used in concerts by Carulli; another was
the three-legged stand designed by Dionoso Aguado (1784–1849) to improve the
guitar’s projection.117 However, these adjustments could only alter the sonority so
much, and were not enough to compete with the volume of the piano or to project in
large concert halls.

Fig 2.1. René Lacote, Decacorde, 1828118

The following quotations from The Musical World and the Allgemeine musikalische
Zeitung are further evidence that the guitar was struggling on the concert platform:

The guitar is an instrument of very limited powers; and its proper use is that of
affording a light and graceful accompaniment to ballads and other simple kinds
of vocal music. Some artists have attempted to make it a solo instrument, and
have certainly performed wonders upon it in the way of execution [...] But the
instrument makes an ungrateful return for all the labour bestowed upon it. Its
thin and feeble tone, its limited compass, and total want of the capacity of
affording a sustained sound, present difficulties not to be overcome; and the
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more genius and skill a guitarist exhibits in solo playing, the more reason there
is to regret that he has not employed his talents to better purpose.119
Well, just think about a guitar alongside an orchestra with trumpets and kettledrums: does it not show an unbelievable level of amateurism to devote so
wonderful a talent, as Giuliani has done, to this eternally weak-sounding
instrument, and for his followers to take so lively an interest in the virtuoso and
his art and elevate his work so highly? I for one, whilst listening to him, could
not avoid the thought of just how much music might have gained if this talent,
this immense diligence and tenacity in overcoming the greatest difficulties, had
been spent upon another instrument more satisfying, even for the artist
himself!—Has not nature allotted every instrument its own limits? And when
these are transgressed, does it not always result in something curiously
contrived or even perverse? We must put the guitar back where it belongs – let
it remain an instrument of accompaniment – and people will always want to
hear it. But as a solo instrument, and especially as a concert instrument, it can
be vindicated and admired only by fashion!120

These issues pertaining to the guitar had reached such a height by the 1830s that a
group of guitarists in London had set up a new guitar journal called The Giulianiad
to tackle such matters, and to promote the guitar further in London. The explosion of
popularity surrounding the guitar reached England sometime later than its European
neighbours of Vienna and Paris; Sor’s move to London certainly helped promote the
instrument and while Giuliani did not play there, his compositions were celebrated
by English guitarists. Although The Giulianiad focuses on promoting the guitar in
London, the issues that it attempts to tackle and discuss were universal.
Consequently, it an excellent source of information concerning the increasing
difficulties the guitar faced after its rapid rise in popularity in the early decades of
the nineteenth century.

The journal, named in honour of Giuliani, was first published in London in 1833 by
a group of prominent guitarists, including Felix Horetzky (1801–1871), Leonard
Schulz (1814–1860) and Ferdinand Pelzer (1801–1860). 121 While the editor was not
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named in the journal, it is widely speculated to have been Pelzer.122 The journal’s
volumes contain mostly published pieces, but the several articles on the guitar found
throughout give readers an interesting insight into issues of volume, fashion and
repertoire. The opening article presents the reasons for establishing The Giulianiad,
explaining that the guitar’s masters are ‘imperfectly understood’, and that the object
of the journal is ‘to bring their compositions more under the notice of the amateur
and English professor’, discuss the ‘merits of their writings’, and instil and keep
alive interest in the instrument.123 The article that follows discusses the capabilities
of the guitar, opening with the following statement: ‘The powers of the guitar are
much more extensive, far more varied, and its execution infinitely more perfect, than
the English amateur has hitherto given it credit for’.124 The article then further
outlines the guitar’s primary functions, being one of harmony, melody and the
execution of the two combined. On this note the writer claims that the guitar’s ability
to produce many combinations of harmony is only excelled by the piano, and that the
harp is secondary to the guitar in this respect.125 It is evident that The Giulianiad
holds some level of bias, given that its main purpose is to promote the guitar, but this
is no surprise, considering the scathing criticism the instrument had received from
certain nineteenth-century critics. The subsequent discussion of the guitar’s
harmonic capabilities attempts to highlight the instrument as almost equal to the
piano. While many points are valid (including the guitar’s ability to produce an equal
number of harmonic combinations as the piano), the discussion fails to take into
account the idiomatic nature of the instrument. Indeed, as already noted, Sor had to
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abandon certain idiomatic features of the guitar in order to compose in the
increasingly chromatic and complex harmonic idiom of the nineteenth century,
thereby making some of his works less accessible to the amateur guitarist. However,
the article does highlight the advantages of portability and accessibility provided by
the guitar, a trait that will be discussed further below.126 With regard to melody, the
guitar is once again compared with the piano and harp, claiming that, in the right
hands, the guitar possesses a superior ability to sustain a melody.127 The only
evidence provided is Giuliani’s capacity in this regard, however, and the article does
not address the issue that in the hands of an amateur, this is more than likely not the
case.128 The final point, albeit slightly vague, admits that the guitar’s ability to
execute certain passages is weak, and may well concern the idiomatic nature of the
instrument, although this is by no means clear. However, the article concludes by
praising the guitar’s ability to execute music of a poetic nature, in particular the
accompaniment of voice.129 This strength of the guitar, in combination with the
growing popularity of poetic instrumental music would, in turn, inspire Mertz to
begin composing using a more intimate, poetic manner.

In an article titled ‘On the Comparative Merits of the Piano-forte and Guitar, as an
Accompaniment to the Voice’, the guitar is further praised for its ability to
accompany the voice:

As an accompaniment to the voice, in contradistinction to the piano-forte, the
guitar possesses many desirable qualifications. The piano-forte, however out of
126
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tune, and however discordant, from variations of temperature, or from any
other cause, cannot, on the instant, be remedied, – a disadvantage which is
likely to prove very detrimental to the ear of a tyro; whereas the guitar can be
tuned, not alone to any instrument with which it is accompanied, but to the then
state or compass of the voice of the singer; adapting itself admirably to those
who possess weak voices … and improve and practice the ear in the nicest
shades of tone.130

The guitar is also praised for its leniency towards feeling, which ‘in reference to the
piano, it possesses to a superior degree’:

The keys of the latter (piano) are not susceptible of so nice a degree of passion
as the strings of the former (guitar): the pressure of the left hand, and the
motion of the right, whether struck at the bridge, or midway between the bridge
and the twelfth fret, can produce such a variety of tone, and such amplifications
of expression, as the piano-forte certainly cannot reach.131

This is an interesting point, as it is no doubt true that the guitar contains a larger
range of colour than does the piano, making it a capable instrument for expressing
the rich timbres desired in nineteenth-century Romanticism. Where it is lacking
slightly in harmony, it makes up for it in timbre. As seen above in Chapter one, the
rise of poetic instrumental music emanated from the piano repertoire, but there was a
distinct lack of such music in terms of repertoire for the guitar until later in the
century. It was not until the advent of composers such as Mertz and Costé that the
intimate nature of the guitar became thoroughly exploited (with others, such as
Francisco Tárrega [1852–1909] following in their wake).

The topic of sonority is addressed in an article titled ‘I do not like the guitar!’ This
article suggests that rather than comparing the volume of the guitar with that of other
instruments, one should accept the instrument for what it is: a naturally quiet
instrument.132 It uses the following anecdote to express the idea:
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A manager of a provincial theatre was desirous of engaging an orchestra for the purpose of
getting up an oratorio and had made applications to various professors on different
instruments for their services. The terms which they demanded being rather exorbitant, the
manager objected to them; when the following arguments were urged by the different
professors, as setting forth their various merits. Thus, the double bass, said, he could play his
instrument as sweetly as the violin; the trumpet as soft as a flute; the clarinet as sweet as the
oboe; the oboe as loud as the clarinet. ‘If these are your only merits, gentlemen,’ said the
manager, ‘the best way will be, that you should play the instrument you strive to imitate
itself, and that would save you a very great deal of trouble!’133

It may seem like common sense, but in an age when the guitar was only beginning to
find its own voice, this anecdote appears to be quite relevant.

The idea that the guitar should not be compared with other instruments in terms of
sonority is also related to the guitar’s position on the concert stage. The nineteenthcentury guitar, despite its improvements, had no place in a large concert hall, and
this is discussed in The Giulianiad across two separate articles: ‘On Public
Performance on the Guitar’ and ‘Public Concerts’.
… [T]he guitar, as an instrument for public performance in a large concertroom, is seen and heard to great disadvantage; and, so far as its capabilities are
then and there heard and seen, – coming immediately in contact and contrast,
as it there does, with more powerful instruments, – it’s a poor and sorrowful
idea of many fascinating qualities which it possesses gives but when otherwise
employed.134

The writer of the article clearly acknowledges that the guitar’s volume is not
sufficient to fill a large concert hall; does this mean, however, that the guitar should
be excluded from larger concert performances? Unsurprisingly, the latter article falls
on the side of allowing the guitar to perform in these situations, while admitting that
it is not ideal, and suggests other locations for which the instrument is much better
suited,135 the first two of which are outdoor settings; the article suggests that an
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arbour or a boat would be an ideal location to experience a guitar recital.136 This
rather neglected aspect of the guitar’s history was recently written about by
Panagiotis Poulopoulos in Soundboard Scholar, the peer-reviewed journal set up in
2015 by the Guitar Foundation of America.137 Poulopoulos points out that this idea
of playing the guitar outdoors was a relatively new phenomenon, heavily associated
with the newly emerged bourgeois class discussed in Chapter one.138 The new
middle class had more time and money for leisure activities, and this trait, combined
with the Romantic ideal of nature found in the arts, resulted in the open-air
performance of music.139 In terms of the propagation of this new idea, the six-string
guitar appeared to be highly popular, chiefly due to its portability:

The guitar, currently the favourite instrument of the ladies, rightly earns the
respect which is paid to her by her admirers. It cannot be denied that compared
to a harp or pianoforte, it remains an imperfect instrument; but once one is
happy to accompany natural singing with full chords, and tries to avoid all
artificial tinkling, then its advantage becomes obvious. Already the ability to
carry it everywhere comfortably contributes to the increase of social pleasures,
both in the room as well as in the garden and in the countryside, and even its
most strident critics must fall silent when on a warm summer evening, from the
dark bower, a simple song is heard from a beautiful voice, accompanied by
melancholic chords on the guitar.140

The guitar’s physical attributes may have contributed to a vast amount of the
criticism, but the social idea associated with the instrument further exposed it to
complaint. The guitar had always been considered somewhat of a social instrument,
mainly employed as a conduit for light accompaniment, and ‘unsuitable’ for solo
performance.141 The affordability of the instrument certainly facilitated this
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perception, allowing those of any social class equal access, while its portability
meant it could be used almost anywhere, whether that be a party, a domestic setting
or surrounded by nature, as discussed above. By 1830, a guitar could be purchased
for as little as a guinea, and even less at auction, making it much more accessible
than a pianoforte or harp.142 As the guitar began to acquire concert instrument status,
a portion of critics and musicians were keen for it to remain a casual instrument, an
attitude already observable in concert reviews of Sor and Giuliani (see quotation
from The Musical World on page 54). Furthermore, the instrument was commonly
viewed as an instrument primarily for women, finding itself in the line of fire for
ideologically based criticism.143 Much of the association of women with the guitar
was rooted in the home, in which the bourgeoisie used music to ‘discipline’ women
by restricting their musical activity to the private sphere; although the idea of a
woman playing the guitar was a visually pleasing idea at the time, the music
produced by women was considered of less worth than that produced by men.144 The
guitar as a choice of instrument for women is highlighted by data from roughly 1800
to 1835 showing the number of advertisements, primarily in the London Press,
placed by women seeking positions as schoolteachers, governesses or companions
that include the guitar as an instrument they were able to teach.145 There were only
nine such advertisements between 1800 and 1820 but a rapid rise each year between
1825 and 1833, and in 1833 alone the number had reached thirty-seven.146 This rise
coincided with an increase in publications denigrating the guitar, suggesting that the
idea of the guitar as an instrument for women did further damage to its reputation.
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The death of Giuliani in 1829 and Sor ten years later certainly would have had an
effect on the guitar’s reputation going forward, because these two guitarists were,
without doubt, the seminal figures in the instrument’s history, generating an aura of
excitement not seen before. With its rapid rise in popularity, the guitar experienced
an equally rapid period of decline. However, in this period there were a few
guitarists who strived to keep the instrument’s status elevated, and some were forced
to adopt a more Romantic style for their compositions than their predecessors:
Napoleon Costé, Luigi Legnani (1790–1877), Julio Regondi (1823–1872) and J. K.
Mertz come to mind in this regard.

The Guitar as a ‘Romantic’ Instrument
As the present chapter has demonstrated, attempts to establish the guitar as a concert
instrument were not entirely successful; while in the hands of a few capable players
it could receive some praise, it was rarely received without criticism. Referring back
to the argument made in the above-mentioned article ‘I do not like the guitar!’ from
The Giulianiad, the writer suggested that the guitar should be embraced for its
natural attributes and not be compared with instruments of different sonorities and
timbral characteristics. If one considers the Romantic aesthetics discussed above in
Chapter one, the guitar should have thrived. Intimacy, sensitivity, ‘the folk’ and an
interest in nature were all common characteristics associated with Romanticism, the
expression of each being well within the guitar’s remit. However, as shown in this
chapter, the development of the instrument was geared towards the performance of
works more reminiscent of a ‘classical’ style, resulting in most guitar music in the
first three decades of the nineteenth century being representative of an earlier
aesthetic (chiefly, a galant style). While composers for the guitar were attracted to
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the earlier styles by their simplistic idiom, it was equally suitable to many popular
Romantic styles; the main issues lay with its societal function.

It is also clear that the guitar was not suitable for performance in increasingly large
concert halls, and only a few guitarists engaged in such grandiose performances. It
was much better suited to the intimate space of the salon, in which smaller forms
flourished. 147 Benefit concerts were another medium through which the guitar
performance remained consistent throughout the first half of the nineteenth century,
but the gradual decline in the latter post-1850 created difficulties in the exhibition of
guitar performance, so much so that the instrument was rarely seen outside of the
realm of guitar societies.148 With the growing disinterest surrounding the guitar, and
its difficulty in exhibiting performance, it missed the opportunity to be thoroughly
embraced as a Romantic instrument, something it was ideal for, in many respects.
Between 1830 and 1850, the guitar did experience a notable shift towards a more
Romantic style, but the decline of the instrument prevented the shift from fully
developing until the end of the century, with a resurgence of popularity, thanks to the
Spanish guitarists Julián Arcas (1832–1882) and Francisco Tárrega (1852–1909).
According to a study conducted by Anders Edblom on the popularity of various
genres in guitar music in Vienna between 1800 and 1848, variations came out
highest by an overwhelming majority, four times more popular than the following
five genres.149 This is no surprise, given the general popularity of variations as a
genre in the nineteenth century, and although they are largely associated with the
period, they would not be considered quintessentially ‘Romantic’. Their purpose was
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two-fold: as ostentatious showpieces for virtuosos and as an accessible medium for
amateurs to engage with popular operatic themes. However, from 1830 onwards,
there was a shift amongst some guitarists towards a more programmatic and
descriptive style of composition, and this shift led to extended concert works that did
not rely on pre-existing material such as variations.150 However, the few descriptive
miniatures composed in this short period really exploited the nature of the
instrument, and this utilisation of the instrument’s resources will be discussed further
in the context of Mertz’s Bardenklänge. Rather than follow the virtuosic path of the
piano, a small number of guitarists embraced its intimate timbral abilities, most
notably Mertz and Costé, while Regondi also experimented with the Nocturne genre
in his Rêverie: Nocturne pour la Guitarre, as did Marco Aurelio Zani Di Ferantti in
his Six Nocturnes Bibliques, op. 3 (1840) and Six Melodies Nocturnes Originales op.
4a (1840).151 Costé appears to have composed the greatest number of programmatic
and descriptive works of the three guitarists but the publishing dates of his works
show a gradual shift towards this style as he matured.

Though his earlier published works consist largely of fantasies based on popular
arias, Costé did experiment with the character piece genre in his Sept Morceaux
Episodiques, with each miniature published separately around 1850.152 The seven
miniatures are less programmatic by definition, since they do not consist of musical
narratives or plots, but draw instead on literary or natural ideas, attempting to convey
their mood or character, something that fits very much the mould of the character
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piece.153 It was not until much later in the century that Costé returned to a
compositional process that drew upon external ideas, notably his La Source du
Lyson, op. 47 (c. 1878) and Souvenir de Jura, op. 44 (c. 1870s).154 The lack of
interest in guitar music post-Sor and Giuliani is certainly attributed to the lack of a
Romantic idiom, and was further affected by the dominance of the piano on the
concert platform, but the guitar was not completely without a programmatic style, as
can be seen in the pieces referenced above. Such programmatic and character pieces
stemmed from the piano’s repertoire, as evidenced most clearly in Mertz’s
Bardenklänge.

The details provided in this chapter, and a discussion of such information, are crucial
to understanding why certain elements of nineteenth-century style were not
incorporated into the guitar’s repertoire until halfway through the century. As can be
seen from the presented information, the guitar had a rather complex rise as a solo
instrument and as a medium for serious solo instrumental compositions. The fact is
that the guitar was not considered to be a serious instrument before the nineteenth
century, with its prime function being that of an instrument to accompany the voice
in social settings. Its rather remarkable rise in popularity during the first half of the
nineteenth century created a division between those who sought to solve its inherent
issues within the nineteenth-century musical framework and those who believed it
should return to its original function. Unfortunately, the instrument did suffer as a
result of many of the issues outlined in this chapter, experiencing a serious decline in
attention throughout the second half of the century, and it was not until the twentieth
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century that the instrument successfully solidified its place as one capable of
producing music of serious worth—and a place on the concert platform that exists to
this day. Despite the struggles the instrument endured in the first half of the
nineteenth century, or thereabouts, which ultimately caused a decline in activity,
there was a brief period in which guitarists began to produce music that was
reflective of its time, and one of the champions of this period was J. K. Mertz. The
following chapter will highlight some of the particular stylistic approaches Mertz
adopted to address many of the issues outlined above pertaining to the guitar.
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CHAPTER THREE
J. K. Mertz’s Bardenklänge

Biography of J.K. Mertz
The lack of biographical source material on Mertz, or any primary source material
for that matter, adds an element of difficulty and uncertainty in discussing the impact
of his music. Nonetheless, the following information will provide an overview of the
currently available material on his life and music. Mertz was born on August 17,
1806, in Pressburg, Hungary, now modern-day Bratislava, to a poor family.155 It is
not known exactly when Mertz began to study music, nor with whom he studied, but
he was forced to teach music lessons from a young age due to his disadvantaged
upbringing.156 Mertz’s name was for many years a source of confusion until his birth
certificate was uncovered by Astrid Stempnik, who clarified that the name ‘Johann
Kaspar Mertz’, as used around 1900, was in fact incorrect.157 Mertz’s works have
long been published under the name ‘J. K. Mertz’, with the ‘J’ causing the confusion
due to attempts to establish a German form of Mertz’s full name. However, thanks to
Stempnik’s research, it is now known that Mertz’s given name was ‘Caspar Joseph
Mertz’, or ‘Joseph Kaspar Mertz’.158 For the sake of consistency, he will be referred
to by his chosen professional name, ‘J. K. Mertz’, in this chapter.
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Mertz adopted Vienna as his home, moving there in 1840 and remaining for most of
his life aside from during his busy touring schedule.159 It is likely that his career as a
touring virtuoso occurred after taking part in a benefit concert in the Court Theatre of
Vienna in 1840, under the protection of the Empress Carolina Augusta, subsequently
touring major cities such as Telesin, Cracow, Warsaw and Berlin, as well as parts of
Moravia.160 In 1842, Mertz travelled to Dresden to perform in the Royal Theatre and
Trade Building, and it was here that he met his future wife, Josephine Platin, a
concert pianist who was also touring.161 Mertz and his wife spent the next two years
travelling and performing throughout Europe, although his health began to
deteriorate, resulting in a return to Vienna to recuperate. In Vienna, the two
established themselves in the city as teachers and performers, with Joseph often
performing at the Gessellschaft der Musikfreunde in the presence of the Empress
Carolina.162 In 1846, Mertz was still suffering from ill health, and was prescribed
strychnine, the entire dose of which was administered by his wife, causing his health
to deteriorate further.163 Eighteen months of housebound recovery ensued, in which
Mertz produced some of his most alluring works. After his recovery from the
overdose, Mertz managed several more years of performance and composition,
winning the 1856 competition in Brussels for guitar composition. Unfortunately, he
passed away shortly after his submission for the competition, and was awarded first
prize posthumously.
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Historically, the competition in Brussels is an interesting item from the perspective
of both Mertz and the guitar around 1850, mostly because of its host, Nicolai
Makaroff.164 Makaroff was a Russian nobleman and amateur guitar enthusiast who
sought to find new music for the guitar that differed from the common, ‘outmoded’
styles that prevailed throughout the century. Makaroff met many of the top guitarists
of the nineteenth century on his travels, including Carcassi, Zani Di Ferranti,
Leonard Shultz and Costé. However, none of these guitarists provided the
excitement that Makaroff experienced when he first heard Mertz play some of his
works:

… Then he played another piece, and still another. Each one better than the last
-- all magnificent. I was dumbfounded with surprise and admiration. I felt like
a Columbus discovering a new America, for here was the great guitar composer
I had long given up hope of finding. I had been searching for him everywhere,
among the countless pieces of music I bought throughout Russia and Europe.
Afterwards, I had thrown them away in despair, finding them worthless
rubbish, cooked up by talentless modern composers such as Padovetz, Carcassi,
Bobrovich, Bayer, Soussman, Kuffner, Pettol, etc … 165

While Makaroff praised Mertz’s performance, it was his compositions that
impressed him most. He rated Mertz highly as a performer, claiming he was the best
of the German guitarists, although behind Zani Di Ferantti and Shultz. 166 After their
first meeting, Makaroff bought several unpublished works from Mertz. It is
interesting to note that, according to Makaroff, Mertz did not publish many of his
concert works because they were too demanding for the average guitarist, and he
would have been forced to simplify such works by his publisher.167
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As a performer, Mertz was certainly of the highest calibre, not only as evidenced by
Makaroff’s account, but also by his busy touring schedule, travelling and performing
throughout Europe for many esteemed patrons, most notably under the patronage of
the Empress Carolina Augusta. The fact that Josephine Mertz’s account of his life
leaves out all of the details regarding his music or other activities, such as teaching,
suggests he was primarily regarded as a performer, and all else was secondary. On
top of this, correspondence between Ms Mertz and the Internationalen Gitarristich
Vereinigung further elaborated on his abilities.168 Ms Mertz claimed that upon
hearing Joseph for the first time, she was so impressed and delighted that they
entered wedlock.169 On the general performance of the same piece, Les Adieux, Ms
Mertz commented that:

… when he played it in concert, he aroused such a sensation that the whole
audience stood up just to be able to watch his fingers. But he played at such a
breakneck speed that one could not know if there were human fingers or
billions of works rushing around on the strings.170

While the subjectivity of his wife can be questioned with some justification, there is
enough evidence in Mertz’s busy touring schedule to regard him as one of the
leading guitarists of his generation.171

Mertz’s legacy experienced highs and lows, the latter notably during much of the
twentieth century. It has been established that he was highly regarded in his own
lifetime, but this level of popularity became relatively unstable as time went on.
Interest in his music remained high towards the end of the nineteenth century, both
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in Europe (specifically Germany) and the United States, and he was regarded by
many as the greatest German guitarist.172 His music remained popular around the
turn of the century, largely due to eminent guitarists, such as Luigi Mozzani (1869–
1943) and Benventuto Terzi (1892–1980), performing and transcribing his works,
and in Russia thanks to the promotion of Nicolai Makaroff.173 However, his music
waned in popularity for a large part of the twentieth century, most likely due to the
reluctance of Andreas Segovia (1893–1987) to play his works. Segovia expressed
disdain for Mertz’s music, and the strong influence he held over his contemporaries
would have prevented the performance and promotion of Mertz’s music.174 In the
1980s, Mertz’s music began to find its way back into the musical mainstream thanks
to the efforts of distinguished guitarists such as David Russel, David Starobin and
David Leisner. This was facilitated by the republishing of his works, most notably
Simon Wynberg’s six-volume set of works published by Chanterelle.

Mertz, like many of his contemporaries, employed a guitar with an extended range.
As was noted in the previous chapter, guitars with an extended range had been
experimented with as early as the 1820s, when René Lacote designed a ten-string
guitar for Carulli known as a Decachord. This idea of adding extra strings to the
standard model grew in popularity, and many well-renowned guitarists chose to do
so, with Regondi and Legnani playing eight-stringed guitars, Costé a seven-string
model and Mertz a ten-string.175 Mertz’s move towards employing ten strings was
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gradual, beginning as one would expect with the standard six-string model and
playing an eight-string for a while before adopting the ten-string guitar.176

Fig.3.1 Copy of an 1861 ten-string Scherzer guitar, made by Gary Southwell.177

As can be seen from Figure 3.1, the extra strings are floating on the Scherzer-Mertz
model, unlike that of the modern Yepes ten-string guitar. While Mertz would have
used this guitar in performance, his published works were composed with the sixstring model in mind.
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Works
Mertz was a relatively prolific composer, with his numbered works reaching op. 100
(many of which are now missing) and many more unpublished works to add to that
number.178 Guitar music forms the bulk of his repertoire, but he also wrote for the
mandolin and zither, which were sometimes employed in a chamber music setting.
The most common combinations of chamber music composed by Mertz are for two
guitars or for guitar and piano, the latter of which were composed with his wife.
Some of his more unusual combinations include Divertissement Uber Motive der
Oper: Der Prophet Meyerbeer, op. 32, scored for flute, violin, viola and guitar, and a
quartet Josephine Mertz claimed that he had composed (and now lost) featuring two
mandolins, guitar and piano.179 Mertz’s principal publisher was the prestigious
Haslinger publishing house, with whom he appears to have had a good
relationship.180 Other publishing houses with which Mertz was affiliated include
Hoffman in Prague, Aibl in Munich and Ricodi in Milan.181

Most of Mertz’s solo works for guitar comprise fantasies based on opera themes: a
popular style of composition at the time. These fantasies provided easy access to
popular arias for anyone, able to be enjoyed in the confines of the home and would
have no doubt been a large source of Mertz’s income. Much of this music would
have been composed with the amateur in mind—as was quite a sizeable portion of
his overall published output—although a few of his fantasies are more technically
demanding (taking inspiration from Liszt’s treatment of the genre).182 Many of these
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fantasies were published individually with their own opus number, although a large
number of the individually published opus numbers make up a set titled Portefeuille
für Guitarre-Spieler. These pieces are relatively easy to play, certainly acting as part
of Mertz’s output directed towards the amateur player. The fantasies that are more
difficult and more popular (today, at least) are to be found in Mertz’s Opern-Revue,
op. 8. This set contains 33 fantasies based on operas by Donizetti, Bellini, Weber,
Verdi, Rossini, Weber and others, and quotes a larger number of themes than does
the Portefeuille.183 While the pieces in Opern-Revue are more difficult than those
found in the Portefeuille, his unpublished operatic fantasies require even greater
levels of virtuosity. Mertz would have used these unpublished fantasies for his own
performance, as evidenced by the fact that they are written for eight- or ten-string
guitars. It is known that Mertz performed on a ten-string guitar, and a large portion
of his virtuosic unpublished works are written for a guitar with extended range;
therefore, these works were likely reserved for himself. This is further supported by
a quotation found in Makaroff’s memoirs after hearing Mertz play:

After each piece, I asked him the same question and received the same answer - "Not published." "Why don't you publish them? Why keep this wonderful
music from your admirers? Why do you allow the guitarists to feed on the
tasteless compositions of Bobrovich and Padovetz and constantly remain
hungry for want of musical beauty?" "I will tell you," said Mertz. "First, on
seeing these, the publishers would say it was too difficult, that I would have to
rearrange them. That would spoil the compositions. Second, as long as these
compositions remain in my briefcase, they remain new; and are mine for my
own concerts. Within six months after publication, they would become old.
Further, they would become distorted and mutilated by those miserable
guitarists who can only scratch the strings of the guitar. 184
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This quotation might leave the reader to believe that Mertz was not fond of
publishing his concert works because of the changes his publisher would enforce in
order to suit the more casual player. The decision created something of a divide in
his works, and while his published and unpublished works share some similarities in
style, there are clear differences between them. The quotation also tells us a little
about Mertz’s compositional philosophy, in that he believed his music would
become stale after publication, particularly in an age when so many guitarists were
amateurs. This hints at the struggle that Mertz faced between the role of composer
and that of virtuoso. His unpublished concert works are considerably more
technically demanding than his published works are.

The unpublished works are structurally quite static, favouring a monothematic or
binary form in which the theme, or themes, are consistently developed.185 However,
the thematic development itself is often quite simple, in that Mertz takes ideas from
both large and small sections in his work that are then substituted, repeated and
varied.186 This allows Mertz to compose works in which he could best display his
technical prowess. A clear example of this style can be found in the winner of the
1856 Brussels competition, Concertino, performance of which requires the highest
level of virtuosity. The player is called upon to perform rapid chord playing and
successive octave movement in all positions of the guitar, difficult arpeggios, twofinger tremolo passages, glissandos, slurs and almost the entire range of the guitar.187
While many of the concert works call for great levels of virtuosity, featuring
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elements of brilliant style, there are also elements of deep expression to be found.
This is notable in one of Mertz’s most popular works in the present day, Elegie.

Elegie is littered with dramatic substance, virtuosity and juxtaposed ideas, all fitting
in to a simple structure of repeating and varying ideas. The opening few bars of the
introduction set the tone of the piece, beginning with slow chordal movement that
builds towards a fast-paced arpeggiated transitional area in the dominant. In the final
bars of the introductory material, Mertz shifts from a static dominant seventh
arpeggio to the minor dominant, creating a subtle sense of unease and mystery,
further supported by unusual placement of the score marking misterioso in the final
two bars. The harmonic shift contributes to the mystery, but the juxtaposition lies
with the dynamic markings, which, as can be seen in Ex.3.1, are sforzando, not a
sonority that would usually be associated with mystery. However, it is effective, and
adds to the intense drama of the work. The main body of work retains some of the
drama from the introduction, although following a more lyrical pianistic idiom,
which can be seen in Ex.3.2. Here, Mertz mimics the left hand of the piano
accompaniment, successfully adding a lyrical melody on top. This is but one
example of Mertz’s adaptation of a pianistic idiom for guitar, one that is further
explored, alongside other instruments, in his character pieces (see Exx.3.1 and 3.2):

Ex.3.1 Mertz, Elegie, bars 22–23.
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Ex.3.2 Mertz, Elegie, bars 24–30.

Mertz’s concert works show elements of the Romantic through their grandiose and
dramatic style, although this is to enhance the spectacle of performance further,
through the technical difficulty. His true embrace of nineteenth-century Romanticism
lies within his smaller poetic works. While it is evident that Mertz utilised the
grandiose style of nineteenth-century pianism, his concert works are still rooted in
the traditions of early nineteenth-century guitar virtuosity. His true embrace of
Romanticism is most evident in his adaptation of the piano’s miniatures and poetic
works. Connections with Liszt, Schumann, Mendelssohn, Schubert and Chopin are
all apparent, and will be discussed later with regard to his adaptation of poetic
instrumental music.

Before further discussing some of the styles that Mertz adapted from nineteenthcentury pianism, it would be worthwhile to highlight explicit connections to his
piano contemporaries. These connections can be found in his six Schubert song
arrangements: ‘Lob der Thränen’, ‘Liebesbothschaft’, ‘Aufenthalt’, ‘Ständchen’,
76

‘Die Post’ and ‘Das Fischermädchen’. Whereas Mertz’s operatic fantasies are quite
liberal in their treatment of the works on which they are based, his song
arrangements are more strict and literal transcriptions. Within these works lies a
connection to Schubert, but arguably more so to Liszt, in that Mertz followed in
Liszt’s path in both liberal operatic fantasies and in strict arrangements of Schubert
Lieder. The connection to Liszt is further evident in that it appears that Mertz used
Liszt’s own arrangements of Schubert’s songs to create a set for the guitar.

Liszt’s arrangements of Schubert’s Lieder appears to have stemmed from the
overflowing of the river Danube in 1838, as a consequence of which he rushed to
Vienna to give eight charity concerts in aid of the disaster.188 Liszt had not been to
Vienna since he was a child, and his return to the home of Schubert had a marked
effect on him, and he began his Schubert song transcriptions.189 Liszt played groups
of these transcriptions in at least four charity concerts in Vienna, which were
extremely well received, thus creating demand for them to be published, both by
Anton Diabelli and Tobias Haslinger.190 Mertz’s own transcriptions were also
published by Haslinger, and the choice of six songs was supposedly made in
conjunction with the publisher.191 It is clear that the success of Liszt’s own
transcriptions had encouraged either Mertz or his publisher to attempt the same.
However, Mertz’s arrangements are quite unusual for their time, in that strict
transcriptions of Lieder were not common when it came to guitar music, in contrast
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to Mertz’s operatic fantasies, which had already been made popular by the likes of
Sor and Giuliani.192

Mertz’s choice of songs, although made in conjunction with Haslinger, was also
influenced by the guitar’s capabilities, in order to transcribe the music as faithfully as
possible.193 As previously mentioned, Mertz appears to have followed Liszt’s
transcriptions in making his own: they exhibit very slight alterations of melody and
thickening of chords, while remaining faithful to each song’s original identity.194
Liszt’s transcriptions employ an ossia staff in order to make certain passages more
accessible and, for the most part, Mertz follows these simplified suggestions given
the guitar’s capabilities.195

This interaction with Liszt’s transcriptions would likely have influenced Mertz’s
own style, particularly in the case of strict transcription, which encourages the
composer to think ‘outside’ the idiom in which he or she is comfortable composing
and to figure out what the instrument is really capable of. However, Mertz was also
aware of Schubert’s originals. This is evident in a collection of fourteen songs with
guitar accompaniment, arranged by Mertz, that were released two years after his solo
guitar transcriptions, in which five of the six of the original Mertz transcriptions
were used.196 The influence of Schubert and Liszt—among other contemporary
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pianists—on Mertz’s later works is evident, and these transcriptions are proof of
Mertz’s immersion in the nineteenth-century piano’s repertoire.

Mertz’s compositional output comprises several different types of miniature. Like
his predecessors, he composed in typical dance forms, many of which were
representative of the time and specific nationalities. Mertz most often composed
ländlers, polonaises and mazurkas, the latter likely influenced by Chopin’s treatment
of the genre. Mertz’s embrace of the intimacy and influence of piano genres is
present from his earlier published works. Nachtviolen, op. 2, is likely inspired by
Schubert’s Lieder of the same name and follows the same spirit as Schubert’s piece,
as did Mertz’s experiments with the nocturne genre in his Trois Nocturnes, op. 4—a
style made popular by John Field and, later, Chopin. These works’ technical
demands are simple and accessible for players of all levels, unlike his concert works.
They focus more on the increasingly popular trends towards interiority and the
expression of the composer’s inner emotions, leading to a more introverted style of
composition, in contrast to his extroverted and ostentatious showpieces. Nowhere is
it more evident of Mertz’s embrace of Romantic traits than in his set of character
pieces, the Bardenklänge.

The Bardenklänge
The Bardenklänge emerged as a series of character pieces, published in Heften
(volumes) between the years 1847 and 1852.197 The first volume appeared on May
12, 1847, and in the same year, Mertz published an additional nine volumes. The
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first ten sets were published under Tobias Haslinger’s name and the following sets
under the name of his successor, Charles Haslinger.198 The eleventh volume
appeared in 1851, followed by the twelfth and thirteenth in 1852. These pieces are
profoundly Romantic in nature—particularly in conception—unlike many guitar
works predating them. The emergence in print of the first ten volumes occurred
towards the end of Mertz’s recovery from his strychnine overdose, which makes it
likely that these works were composed during his time spent housebound. There is
no doubt that Josephine Mertz’s career as a pianist influenced Mertz’s style; as
others have suggested before, it is likely that Mertz spent some time listening to his
wife play contemporary piano music during his recovery. Whether it stems directly
from his wife or not, the influence of 1830s pianism is undeniable in these pieces.
From the idiom present to the adoption in his works of literature and poetry shared
by his pianist-contemporaries, this influence is both explicitly referenced and alluded
to.

The technical demands required to perform these works is, for the most part, simple.
At least in comparison with Mertz’s concert works, his Bardenklänge would be
regarded as relatively accessible to an amateur. However, a few of the works demand
a slightly higher level of technical proficiency, particularly those composed in a
more virtuosic style, such as the ‘Tarantelle’ found in volume 6. The Bardenklänge
are suitable for both amateur and professional, in that they are accessible to the
amateur while also containing great musical substance. These pieces were most
likely aimed at the mass market, much like Mertz’s Opern-Revue. Both are aimed at
satisfying increasingly popular nineteenth-century trends: the Opern-Revue in its
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dissemination of popular operatic themes; his Bardenklänge through the medium of
literature and poetry. This brings to mind the quotation from E. T. A. Hoffman in
Chapter one, where he stated that music had become a ‘language beyond language,
capable of expressing the inexpressible and opening up profound depths that words
cannot reach’ (see above, page 4). This idea of expressing the inexpressible is a truly
profound Romantic trait, one that was accessible through the medium of character
pieces present in the repertoire of many pianists. Mertz latched on to this idea and
wrote a whole set of pieces based on Romantic ideas: love, intimacy, the
supernatural, folklore and childhood. The following information provides a
general overview of the pieces and thematic content in the Bardenklänge, focusing in
depth on the extent of influence stemming from Ossian and the nineteenth-century
piano repertoire. Schubert’s Impromptus, Chopin’s mazurkas and nocturnes,
Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words, and Schumann’s Kinderszenen, amongst a few
other solo piano works, will act as a blueprint for Mertz’s emulation of a piano style.

The Character Piece in Mertz’s Bardenklänge
The lack of programmatic detailing regarding Mertz’s Bardenklänge leaves much to
analyse and ponder. There is no known information emanating from Mertz regarding
these works, and this may have been the composer’s express wish. Some character
pieces are more programmatic than others. Take, for example, Mendelssohn’s Songs
without Words and compare them with Schuman’s Carnival. Conceptually, these
two sets are similar, portraying an idea, or ideas, through the medium of music.
However, the works differ in that Schumann’s work tells a specific story of a masked
ball during carnival season, whereas Mendelssohn’s pieces do not appear to be
linked by any overarching story; rather, they are completely individual:
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If you ask me what I had in mind when I wrote it, I would say: just the song as
it is. And if I happen to have certain words in mind for one or another of these
songs, I would never want to tell them to anyone, because the same words
never mean the same things to others. Only the song can say the same thing,
can arouse the same feelings in one person as in another, a feeling that is not
expressed, however, by the same words.199

In the case of the Bardenklänge, it appears that an amalgam of different ideas and
influences determined the character of each piece. Ossianic ideas weave in and out
throughout the volumes (as highlighted below), along with other literary references
and Romantic ideas.

As a whole, Mertz’s Bardenklänge do not tell a story, and could be closely aligned
with Mendelsohn’s Songs without Words in that regard, in that each piece represents
an individual story or idea. However, the difference lies in Mertz’s explicit
referencing of a story or idea in his pieces. Mertz, unlike Mendelssohn, gave many
of his pieces descriptive titles that the music is intended to represent. The purpose of
pieces such as ‘Abendlied’ (Night Song), ‘Liebeslied’ (Love Song) and ‘Unruhe’
(Restlessness) is purely to express a single idea through the unspoken language of
music. These themes are by no means unique—composers such as Schubert and
Schumann also employed descriptive titles—but in the context of nineteenth-century
guitar composition, they are refreshing. The extramusical quality of the
Bardenklänge slightly wanes in the last five volumes, the reasons for which are most
likely related to the publisher. As noted previously, the first ten volumes were
published in the one year, with more following in 1851 and 1852. The success of the
first ten likely encouraged Mertz’s publishers to ask for more. The pieces found in
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the later volumes remain attractive pieces, but shift from the descriptive titles
previously used towards the more generic ‘Mazurka’, ‘Polonaise’, ‘Allegretto’ and
‘Scherzo’. Of note is Mertz’s use of the polonaise, of which seven feature
throughout the twelfth and thirteenth volumes.200 Due to the large quantity of music,
the following analysis is based largely around the first eleven volumes, which appear
to be of more worth musically and thematically.

Structure
Table 3.1.
Hefte

Piece

Key

1

An Malvina

G Major

1

Romanza

E Minor

2

Abendlied

A Major

2

Unruhe

A Minor

2

Elfenreigen

D Major

3

An die Entfernte

C Major

3

Etude

G Major

3

Capriccio

D Minor

4

Gondoliera

G Major

4

Liebeslied

C Major

5

Fingals-Höhle

E Minor

5

Gebeth

F Major

6

Tarantelle

A Minor

200

As noted previously, the thirteenth Hefte was published posthumously and it is not known whether
Mertz had intended to publish it himself.
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7

Variations

A Minor

Mignonnes
8

Kindermärchen

D Major

9

Rondino

A Minor

10

Romanze

E Minor

10

Scherzo

D Major

10

Sehnsucht

F Major

11

Lied ohne Wrote

A Major

11

Mazurka

D Major

12

Polonaises

D Major

Favourites (1–4)

A Minor
A Minor
D Major

13

Polonaises

A Minor

Favourites (5–7)

D Minor
G Major

14

Romanze

A Minor

14

Allegretto

A Minor

14

Walzer im

D Major

Ländlerstyl

Table 3.1 presents a list of all the published pieces in the Bardenklänge, including
the key of each piece. Mertz is repetitious in his use of keys, tending to favour sharp
keys over flat keys and rarely traversing beyond three sharps. As noted above in
Chapter two, the six-string guitar favoured these keys, resulting in the majority of
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guitar compositions from this time being conservative in their choice of tonality.
This trait is not confined to the Bardenklänge, but notable throughout the rest of
Mertz’s works. Furthermore, a simple choice of keys makes these works more
attractive for the amateur player because they would be comfortable with this
idiom.201

Structurally, the Bardenklänge do not appear to have any form of key relationship,
and although some pieces share literary thematic material, they do not appear to have
any connection beyond that. Mertz frequently composes his pieces in an array of
different forms, in contrast to most character pieces. Whereas Mendelssohn employs
ternary form for the vast majority of the Songs without Words, Mertz’s use of
structure is far less predictable. This is particularly noticeable in pieces with
descriptive titles, while the pieces with more generic titles, such as ‘Scherzo’,
‘Rondino’ and ‘Polonaises’, tend to stick to the typical structure associated with
these forms. Numerous pieces are framed with an introduction and postlude, so much
so that this feature can be regarded as an important stylistic feature in the
Bardenklänge. Pieces such as ‘Gondoliera’, ‘Abendlied’, ‘Liebeslied’ and ‘An die
Entfernte’ are marked by a rather loose structure, allowing for the music to tell a
story effortlessly or appear more ‘folk-like’. These descriptive pieces may open with
an introduction, which is followed by an opening idea in the tonic. This will be
followed by a contrasting idea, usually in the dominant and returning to the tonic at
the end, forming a binary-like idea or, in some cases, a return to the A section,
forming a ternary-like idea. However, following the B section, Mertz will shift to
new material, marked by a radically different texture that will either vary or expand
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In some cases, Mertz does modulate to distant keys, although these modulations tend to be very
brief.
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ideas from the A and B sections, thus creating structures such as ABBA1B1 (Table
3.2), ABACC (Table 3.3) and ABCC (Table 3.4). Nearly all these pieces conclude
with a postlude. It would be difficult to categorise musical form within the
Bardenklänge fully and accurately due to this structural looseness. For example, ‘An
die Entfernte’ and ‘Gondoliera’ feature an example of self-contained ternary form,
whereas ‘Liebeslied’ exhibits a similar species of ‘internal’ binary form. Despite the
differences, they all feature an extended section that develops or varies ideas,
distinguishing them from pieces such as ‘Lied ohne Worte’ (Table 3.5) and
‘Sehnsucht’ (Table 3.6), which are in standard binary or ternary form. Mertz usually
writes out repeat sections, and often varies them slightly on the repeat: a feature of
Schubert’s employed in his Impromptus.202

Table 3.2. Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 4, ‘Liebeslied’
Section

A B

A1 B1 Postlude

(repeated)
KEY

C G

C

G

C

I

I

V

I

AREA(s)
V

Lieberman, Lowell: ‘An Analysis of Three Impromptus for Piano Op. 68’ (DMA, University of
Arizona, 2007), 30.
202
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Table 3.3. Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 4, ‘Gondoliera’
Section

Introduction A

A1 C

B

Postlude

(repeated)
KEY

G

G/b D/G G

D

C

I

I/iii V/I

V

I

AREA(S)
I

Table 3.4. Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 2, ‘Abendlied’
Section

A B

C

Postlude

(Repeated)
KEY

A E/A A

A

I

I

AREA(s)
V/I

I

Table 3.5 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 11, ‘Lied ohne Worte’
B

A1

Section

A

KEY

A/E A/E A

AREA(s)
I/V

I/V

I
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Table 3.6. Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 10, ‘Sehnsucht’
Section

A

B Postlude

(Repeated)
KEY

F/A

C F

I/III

V I

AREA(s)

Poetic themes, Pianistic Textures and Other Commonalities
The following sections discuss and analyse Romantic idiosyncrasies in Mertz’s
compositions, many of which suggest the influence of the piano and an increased use
of ‘colour’ through the medium of melody and harmony as developed in the
nineteenth century. Furthermore, evidence of the influence of the nineteenth-century
piano idiom will be provided, highlighting explicit connections between Mertz and
composers of lyric piano music, many examples of which stem from poetic themes.

As previously noted, Mertz had already adopted many idiomatic features of early
nineteenth-century pianism, embracing both its generic mix and its stylistic features.
This is most prominently displayed by his placement of lyrical melodies over
flowing arpeggios. Indeed, this trait was highlighted earlier in the chapter, where
Mertz employs this idea in his ‘Elegie’ and an earlier example of this—one that predates his Bardenklänge—can be seen below in Ex.3.3.
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Ex.3.3 Mertz, Trois Nocturnes pour la Guitare, ‘Notturno II’, bars 1–9.

Mertz’s Bardenklänge are replete with piano-like textures, most often present in the
second section of the pieces. In ‘Liebeslied’, Mertz opts for a flowing arpeggiated
accompaniment in sextuplets (Ex.3.4). This section is comparable with one of Liszt’s
best-known pieces, ‘Liebestraum’ no. 3 (Ex.3.5), in that both pieces are about love
and share a similar textural accompaniment that ‘drives’ the music ever-onward. In
fact, Mertz’s piece pre-dates Liszt’s—‘Liebestraum’ was published in 1850—
suggesting that Mertz’s use of texture in his Bardenklänge was undeniably of its
time.

Ex.3.4 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 4, ‘Liebeslied’, bars 24–29.
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Ex.3.5 Liszt, ‘Liebestraum’ no. 3, bars 1–5.

Note that, in both pieces, the lyrical melody is very simple, articulated by the
accompanying flowing arpeggios. While the melody and accompaniment work
together harmoniously, it is the accompaniment that brings these pieces to life. This
simplicity of melody is repeated throughout several pieces in the Bardenklänge
(usually occurring in the second or final section), notable in pieces such as ‘An
Malvina’, ‘Abendlied’, ‘Kindermärchen’ and ‘Gondoliera’ (see the pertinent
examples below).

Ex.3.6 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 8, ‘Kindermärchen’, bars 62–66.
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Ex.3.7 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 2, ‘Abendlied’, bars 19–24.

Ex.3.8 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 4, ‘Gondoliera’, bars 36–41.

This lyrical style of composition is not only alike to Liszt’s piano works, but also
reminiscent of much of Schubert’s piano lyricism, which can be found in his own
character pieces. Ex.3.9 highlights Schubert own lyrical style of accompaniment.
The right hand performs both a steady flow of semiquavers and a lyrical melody,
while the left hand is marked by long bass notes enriched by the sustain pedal. The
natural sustain of open-string bass notes on the guitar can supply a similar effect to
this, one which Mertz incorporates in his own style. This is made easier through
Mertz’s choice of keys which allow bass and harmony notes to be comfortably
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sustained over long periods of time. Schubert’s lyrical style of accompaniment is
noticeably present in ‘An Malvina’, in which the flowing accompaniment is
comfortably sustained and supported by the natural sonority of open strings. It is also
worth noting the ‘sempre pp gli accompagnamenti’ at the beginning of ‘An
Malvina’, suggesting that the player should always play the accompaniment part
pianissimo, in order to accentuate the melody, while retaining the intimate nature of
the piece.
Ex.3.9 Schubert, Impromptu in G-flat major, D. 899 no. 3, bars 1–8.
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Ex.3.10 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 1, ‘An Malvina’, bars 5–12.

As mentioned above, this pianistic idiom that had crept into Mertz’s compositions
has been rationalised as a result of him having married a concert pianist. Explicit
connections between Mertz and his wider pianist-contemporaries are highlighted
below.

The first topic for discussion is the evidence of poetic titles in the Bardenklänge.
Mertz explores common Romantic themes in his titles, such as love, children,
longing and the fairy world. These themes are not only expressed in the music but
also in the choice of titles, evident in pieces such as ‘Abendlied’ (Night Song),
‘Liebeslied’ (Love Song), ‘Sehnsucht’ (Nostalgia), ‘An die Entfernte’ (To My
Distant One), to name a few.203 Composers such as Schubert, Schumann and
Mendelssohn all employed similar, if not identical, titles in their own lyric
compositions and Lieder. Some examples of these include Schubert’s ‘Sehnsucht’
(D.123 and D.636) and ‘Abendlied’ (D. 516), Mendelssohn’s ‘Sehnsüchtig’ (op. 7,
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See Table 3.1 for a list of all titles in the Bardenklänge.
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no. 6) and ‘Kinderstücke’ (op. 72) and Schumann’s ‘Kinderszenen’ (op. 15),
‘Nachtstücke’ (op. 23) and ‘Abendlied’ (op. 107, no. 6).204

Mertz was clearly influenced by this generation of pianists. Connections have
already been highlighted through Mertz’s arrangements of Schubert’s Lieder (and in
that process, with Liszt too), and via Mertz’s adoption of the character piece. Further
links to Schubert can be found within Mertz’s Bardenklänge beyond the exploration
of Romantic themes, most prominently the connections to Goethe. Schubert
famously set Goethe’s poetry to music, and most relevant to the Bardenklänge is the
song cycle ‘Songs from Wilhelm Meister’. The seventh volume of the Bardenklänge
features a piece with the name ‘Variations Mignonnes’. This title is a direct reference
to the character of Mignon from Goethe’s novel Wilhelm Meister.205

However, it is the link with Mendelssohn that is most apparent in the Bardenklänge.
First and foremost, both composers were inspired to write a piece based on Fingal’s
Cave. As previously noted, Mendelssohn visited the cave off the Isle of Staffa,
although he had already begun composition on the work prior to this. It is unlikely
that Mertz ever visited the cave, as there is no record of travel to Britain, and
inspiration likely stemmed from an interest in Ossian. Although both works evoke
similar ideas, they differ in scale in that Mertz’s piece is a miniature and
Mendelssohn’s a concert overture. Many nineteenth-century composers took
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Schubert composed many more pieces with Romantic titles that were published posthumously.
Adams, Daniel: ‘Literary Themes in Mertz’s Bardenklange’, Soundboard, xxx/4 2004-2005, 26–
33. (p.30).
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inspiration from Ossianic poetry, but there is no evidence of any others explicitly
referencing the Scottish cave until the twentieth century.206

Like Mendelssohn, Mertz chose to publish his character pieces in sets, and while this
was common practice amongst composers in the nineteenth century, one of Mertz’s
pieces suggests he was inspired by Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words. In the
eleventh volume, Mertz published a piece titled ‘Lied ohne Worte’ (Song without
Words), likely named after Mendelssohn’s collection. Unlike the majority of the
Bardenklänge, this piece is in strict ternary form in order to convey a song-like
structure—as are nearly all of Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words. Mendelssohn
wrote three Gondellieder as part of his Songs without Words, a genre that also
appears in Mertz’s Bardenklänge. Mertz’s ‘Gondoliera’ differs drastically in mood
from Mendelssohn’s pieces, although it is unlikely that the shared genre is a
coincidence. One feature that does connect Mertz’s and Mendelsohn’s gondola songs
is the similar use of compound time, and rhythmic devices representative of the sway
of a boat in water (Exx.3.11 and 3.12).
Ex.3.11 Mendelssohn, Lieder ohne Worte, op. 19, no. 6, bars 1–7.

This is only the case for composers – the cave was a subject of interest and an inspiration for many
writers and visual artists.
206
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Ex.3.12 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 4, ‘Gondoliera’, bars 1–4.

Mendelssohn’s emphasis on the importance of texture in his solo piano works is
something Mertz adapted for his own instrument (as previously discussed in his use
of accompanimental arpeggios). Whereas this textural quality is present in piano
works of most nineteenth-century composers, it is noticeably prevalent in
Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words (Ex.3.13). Moreover, Mertz regularly employs
both an introduction and postlude to his pieces, something that is also present in
many of Mendelssohn’s wordless songs, further suggesting that Mendelssohn’s
miniatures may have acted as something of a blueprint for Mertz’s Bardenklänge.

Ex.3.13 Mendelssohn, ‘Lieder ohne Worte’, op. 30, no. 1, bars 1–7.

Mertz’s ‘Kindermärchen’ (children’s fairy tale) uses rhythmic devices akin to both
Schumann and Mendelssohn’s additions to the same genre (Exx.3.14 and 3.15). The
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A section of Mertz’s piece is marked by dotted rhythms, producing a playful style.
This feature is common in both Mendelssohn’s Kinderstücke (Ex.3.16) and
Schumann’s Kinderszenen (Ex.3.17). However, the B section of Mertz’s
‘Kindermärchen’ is radically different in texture, marked by flowing arpeggios
highlighted earlier in Ex.3.6, adding to the feeling of nostalgia so prevalent in the
Bardenklänge. It is in this regard that Mertz’s piece is more reminiscent of
Schumann’s Kinderszenen, which weaves in and out of playful and short lyrical
pieces, creating its own sense of nostalgia. It is this nostalgic idea of looking back to
childhood that appears in both Schumann’s and Mertz’s pieces as they seek to
emulate it in their music.
Ex.3.14 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 8, ‘Kindermärchen’, bars 1–8.

Ex.3.15 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 8, ‘Kindermärchen’, bars 21–25.

Ex.3.16 Mendelssohn, Kinderstücke, op. 72, no. 1, bars 1–6.
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Ex.3.17 Schumann, Kinderszenen, op. 15, no. 6, bars 1–5.

The element of nostalgia is expressed throughout much of the Bardenklänge. This is
explicitly referenced in ‘Sehnsucht’, but Mertz’s also creates a sense of nostalgia
through his use of melody in pieces which do not explicitly reference it. The opening
bar of ‘Lied ohne Worte’ (Ex.3.18) features a melodic line reminiscent of a
reoccurring motif found throughout Schumann’s Kinderszenen. The rising sixth idea
seen in the opening piece of Schumann’s Kinderszenen (Ex.3.19) re-appears
continuously throughout the work, acting as nostalgic link that ties the pieces
together. Two further examples of this idea can be seen in Ex.3.20 and Ex.3.21—the
latter closer to Mertz’s melodic line, connecting the leap of a sixth with an addition
third added after the opening.207 Note that Mertz and Schumann both indicate that
these lines should be played expressively, with the rising melodic idea accompanied
by a crescendo. Mertz’s melodic idea features throughout ‘Lied ohne Worte’, but
notably returns in the final bars of the piece, gradually fading before the final chords
are struck, adding to the sense of nostalgia.

207

The melodic idea is present bars 1 and 2 of Schumann’s piece, moving from the right, to the left
hand.
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Ex.3.18 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 11, ‘Lied ohne Worte’, bars 1–2.

Ex.3.19 Schumann, Kinderszenen, op. 15, no. 1, bars 1–2.

Ex.3.20 Schumann, Kinderszenen, op. 15, no. 4, bars 1–2.
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Ex.3.21 Schumann, Kinderszenen, op. 15, no 5, bars 1–2.

Poetic themes found in the Bardenklänge are musically enhanced through Mertz’s
use of dynamic and tonal directions. Mertz excels in this respect and demonstrates
his deep knowledge of the physical and timbral capabilities of the guitar—an area
other guitarists struggled to deal with in the early part of the nineteenth century. This
is most notable through the abundance of piano and pianissimo markings spread
across the Bardenklänge, with louder dynamic markings only inserted when
absolutely necessary. Only four pieces feature predominantly loud markings, two of
which (‘Capriccio’ and ‘Tarantelle’) act as flashy and virtuosic pieces, while the
other two (‘Fingals-Höhle’ and ‘Unruhe’) portray tempestuous ideas. The rest of the
set is much more intimate in nature, through the predominant use of softer dynamics
and timbral markings, Dolce being the most common. Pieces that represent intimate
themes and ideas, such as ‘An Malvina’, ‘Abendlied’, ‘Sehnsucht’ and the two
‘Romanzes’, all instruct the performer to play in a soft and delicate manner. While
regular crescendo markings are employed in these pieces, Mertz rarely says how
loud the performer should go; rather, he suggests the performer should gradually
increase the volume to a degree such that they do not sacrifice tone for dynamic
power. The overwhelming number of soft dynamic markings really highlights
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Mertz’s embrace of an intimately Romantic style, and given the issues the instrument
faced regarding sonority, it may seem a bold move. However, the softer dynamic
markings play to the strengths of the guitar, encouraging the performer to play in a
dynamic range for which the instrument is designed, and one that matches the
aesthetic ideals of the time. Though the piano was capable of much louder dynamics,
pieces with predominantly soft dynamics are present in the early nineteenth-century
repertoire, most often in the case of miniatures. This is often found in Schubert’s
solo piano works: one example being his Impromptu in F minor, op. 142.

Colourful Harmony
Mertz tapped into Romantic themes not only through flowing pianistic textures,
dynamic markings and tonal indicators, but also through the use of colourful
harmony, much of which was used to convey feelings such as ambiguity, longing
and tension. This is achieved using secondary dominants, appoggiatura chords,
augmented sixths, Neapolitan sixths in the minor mode, diminished chords,
chromatically altered chords or borrowed chords, and non-functional harmony. For
the most part, Mertz’s harmonic language is largely centred on tonic and dominant
functions, although colour is added to these chords through appoggiaturas over
chords and chromatically altered chords (many of which occur in both the bass and
melody lines).

Mertz rarely modulates fully; rather, he occasionally flits in and out of related keys,
usually achieved through borrowed chords and brief modulations. For example,
towards the finale of the unusually long ‘Kindermärchen’, Mertz drifts in and out of
the parallel minor, marked by the presence of the flattened sixth chord (Ex.3.22).
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Ex.3.22 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 8, ‘Kindermärchen’, bars 84–86.

Mertz appears to be aiming to modulate to the parallel key of D minor by moving
chromatically, shifting the third in the melody down a half-step in bar 85. In the
following bar, he shifts to the chord of V7, which the listener is either expecting to
move to D major or D minor, further facilitated by the dominant bass pedal over the
past two bars. Instead, Mertz shifts to B-flat major, creating something of a deceptive
cadence-like movement, suspending the return to the A section. This idea is repeated
a few bars later after having returned to the tonic (D major).

In the opening four bars of ‘Liebeslied’, Mertz makes an abrupt, and brief, shift to a
different tonal region (Ex.3.23). The piece begins in C major and moves swiftly to
the dominant in bar two, which is followed by a series of harmonies around the
chords of vi and IV, briefly moving to an E major chord – the dominant of A minor.
Emphasis is placed on this chord through the crescendo in the phrase leading up to it.
In this instance, Mertz does not resolve to an A minor chord but rather swiftly
returns to C major in bar 5. The result is two-fold: the chord is ‘coloured’ by Mertz
but it also functions as a musically (and aurally) effective transition chord.
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Ex.3.23 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 4, ‘Liebeslied’, bars 1–8.

A more extreme example of chromatic tonal shifts occurs in the ‘Romanze’ in the
tenth volume (Ex.3.24). In bar 69, Mertz abruptly moves from the tonal area of G
major to B major, which are linked by a chromatic mediant relationship. What makes
this movement sound so jarring is that the shift in harmony is unprepared and only
lasts eight bars. A similar movement can be seen in Mertz’s ‘Fantasie Hongroise’,
op. 65, no. 1, in which Mertz abruptly shifts from A Major to C Sharp Major in bar
37 (Ex.3.25).208

Ex.3.24 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 10, ‘Romanze’, bars 65–77.

208

Stroud, 45.
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Ex.3.25 Mertz, ‘Fantasie Hongroise’, op. 65, no. 1, bars 29–42.

Appoggiatura Chords
Appoggiatura chords are a staple feature of musical expression in Mertz’s
Bardenklänge, with the placement of an appoggiatura on the dominant being the
most common. The leap to the fourth scale degree, resolving to the third, on top of
the dominant is particularly notable, because it is employed several times by Mertz
(Ex.3.26, bar 15).

Ex.3.26 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 2, ‘Abendlied’, bars 10–18.
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The example above exhibits two instances in which Mertz employs appoggiatura
chords in the Bardenklänge (bars 15 and 17). Although more appoggiaturas are
present in the preceding bars, less emphasis are placed on these and do not emote the
same level of expression. The third beat of bar 15 features a V7 chord with the third
degree of the scale—a non-chord note—over the chord, creating tension. The nonchord note on the V7 chord is approached through a leap and resolves to the fifth
degree of the chord, forming an appoggiatura. At this point the listener is expecting a
return to the tonic, but Mertz delays the return and surprises the listener with an
abrupt diminished seventh chord in bar 16. In bar 17, Mertz repeats the same
appoggiatura but on a more sparsely-voiced chord, adding to the intimate nature of
the piece. Mertz employs these appoggiatura-like chords in abundance throughout
his Bardenklänge, adding to the expression of yearning. Note that the chord in bar 15
is accompanied by a fermata, suggesting that the performer is to hold the note longer
than its usual duration, and further adds to the sense of yearning through the
prolonged resolution between bars 16 and 17. Another example of this characteristic
is at the opening of the B section in ‘Lied ohne Worte’ (Ex.3.27).

Ex.3.27 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 11, ‘Lied ohne Worte’, bars 17–19.

Here, Mertz opens the section with an appoggiatura on the fourth scale degree in the
highest register over a tonic chord, resolving by step to the third, only to be followed
by a second appoggiatura on the tonic chord, this time resolving from the ninth to the
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tonic note.209 Ex.3.28 provides evidence of this in the piano character piece
repertoire. In arguably one of the most expressive and nostalgic pieces in
Schumann’s Kinderzenen, Schumann leaps up to an A in the melody over a G7
chord, prolonged by the accompanying fermata.

Ex.3.28 Schumann, Kinderszenen, op. 15, no 7, bars 21–25.

These appoggiatura-like chords are extremely well suited to the guitar (and less so to
the piano, although common), and they arguably validate Mertz’s frequent use
outside of their original application (i.e. as a means of providing harmonic colour
and contrast). In most cases, a guitarist will comfortably use their right hand, fourth
finger to reach the appoggiatura note, resolving either to an open string (no finger) or
to the third or second finger.210 While this thesis argues that Mertz borrowed many
ideas from early-nineteenth-century pianism, and similar appoggiaturas are present
in piano repertoire, this application of appoggiatura chords is an example of him
retaining a guitarist-sympathetic approach.

209

Out of context, it would appear that the first chord forms a 4-3 suspension but, due to the lack of
preparation preceding the chord, it is analysed as an appoggiatura.
210
If the rest of the chord is played using a barré, it will naturally resolve onto the index finger used
to construct the former.
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Chromaticism in Melodic and Chordal Devices
Mertz embraced the increasing chromaticism prevalent throughout the nineteenth
century in several ways, as made abundantly evident in his Bardenklänge. An
extensive portion of this can be seen in both the melodic and bass lines, with
frequent chromatic runs employed, sometimes spread over several bars. Rising
chromatic bass lines create interesting chord progressions, but it is in the melody
where Mertz is most daring in his use of chromaticism. Regular borrowing of notes
from parallel modes, chromatic scales and the frequent use of accented chromatic
notes are all present throughout the Bardenklänge. Chromatic lines range from
simple rising and falling chromatic scales accompanied only by a bass pedal
(Ex.3.29, bars 56–57) to chromatic lines laced with cross relations over a repeated
chord (Ex.3.31, bar 47).

Ex.3.29 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 8, ‘Kindermärchen’, bars 56–62.

Ex.3.30 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 2, ‘Abendlied’, bars 36–38.

Ex.3.31 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 1, ‘Romanze’, bars 44–46.
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Some of the most interesting and decorative use of chromaticism in the melody
appears in the minor-mode pieces, many of which can be found in both ‘Romanzes’.
These pieces both feature a raised fourth in melody, but it is particularly
distinguished in the introductory material of the latter piece (Ex.3.32) with the
repetitive use of a raised fourth (A#), suggestive of a Hungarian minor scale.211 The
application of this melodic feature is most likely due to Mertz’s Hungarian heritage
and his knowledge of aspects of a ‘Hungarian’ style in music.212 The raised fourth is
a typical stylistic feature found in Chopin’s piano works, which may also suggest
that Mertz adopted this feature through Chopin’s music. Generally, Chopin used this
device in the form of tonal inflections, rather than composing in modal tonalities.213
While they do suggest a hint of modality, they also function in a manner to include
chromatic, motivic and structural devices. 214 Much like Chopin, Mertz was not
composing modally, but he used modal inflections to colour his melody, suggesting
a ‘gypsy’ or ‘folkloric’ style.
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Specifically, the harmonic minor scale with the addition of a raised fourth.
For more information on Mertz’s Hungarian style, see Stroud, Andrew: ‘Elements of Style
Hongroise within Fantasie Hongroise, op. 65, no. 1 by J. K. Mertz’ (D.Mus., Florida State University
2012), Electronic Theses, Treatises and Dissertations, 3539625.
213
Viljoen, Nicol: ‘The raised fourth degree of the scale in Chopin’s Mazurkas’ Acta Academica,
xxxii/2 (2000), 67–85. (p. 69).
214
Ibid.
212
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Ex.3.32 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 10, ‘Romanze’, bars 1–15.

Ex.3.33 Chopin. ‘Mazurka in C-sharp minor’, op. 50, no. 3, bars 1–5.

Further melodic chromaticism is found at opening of Mertz’s ‘Romanze’ (Ex.3.32).
The chord at the beginning of bar 2 is extremely dissonant to the ear. Here, Mertz
places an accented chromatic passing tone over a V7 chord creating what appears to
be an altered dominant chord with a flattened fifth. However, the chromatic nonchord note (E#) functions more so like the appoggiaturas discussed earlier in this
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chapter and could be best labelled as an accented chromatic passing tone. The E#
resolves up by half a step to the 5th of the chord (F#). Interestingly, Mertz places a
diminuendo across the resolution, placing emphasis on the first chord, and less so on
the resolution. This emphasis on chromatic non-chord tones is often employed by
Schumann in his Kinderszenen, in which they are quickly resolved to a chord note.215
In the end of the following phrase there is another appoggiatura chord—this one
more standard as it leaps to the non-chord note—in bar 4.

Chordal functions are mixed with chromaticism to provide further colour in these
pieces, notably in the frequent use of diminished seventh chords. These chords tend
to resolve to the dominant, often preceding a cadential 6/4 chord, and are approached
through typical methods of nineteenth-century harmony. Diminished seventh chords
that move directly to the dominant tend to fall downwards by half-step, as can be
seen in Ex.3.34, bar 3, where the C natural falls to the root note B of the dominant
chord.

Ex.3.34 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 5, ‘Fingals-Höhle’, bars 1–4.
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Kehinde, Oluwaseyi: ‘The Concept of Chromaticism in Robert Schumann’s Kinderscenen’,
Research on Humanities and Social Sciences ii/9, 2012, 191–200. 197. (p.197)
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Others act to prolong the return to the tonic, preceding dominant harmonies which
aim to resolve, often adding to a sense of yearning. Various instances of these traits
can be seen in the following examples:
Ex.3.35 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 2, ‘Abendlied’, bars 5–14.216

Ex.3.36 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 11, ‘Lied ohne Worte’, bars 10–13.

Ex.3.37 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 8, ‘Kindermärchen’, bars 34–51.

216

Note that in bar 11 of this example, the full diminished seventh is not spelt. However, the chord is
heard (and functions) as a diminished seventh. This is common throughout the Bardenklänge, and in
most pieces where this happens, Mertz will have already repeated, or will later repeat, the same idea,
but with a fully realised diminished seventh instead.
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Ex.3.37 is particularly notable for its abundance of diminished seventh chords. Bars
34–37 feature a repeated shift from a diminished seventh to the tonic, connected by a
tonic pedal. This is followed by a series of chromatic chords falling by step and
arriving at the return of a diminished seventh chord at bar 42, although it does not
resolve on this particular occasion. Bars 42–51 are marked by a repeat of the same
chord in different inversions, creating a dark and ominous atmosphere. As at the end
of Mertz’s Elegie (Ex.3.1), these chords are marked misterioso and accented by
sforzando markings, adding to the dramatic substance. This elongated use of the
diminished seventh chord is reminiscent of Beethoven or Schubert; the introduction
to ‘Die Stadt’ from Schubert’s Schwanengesang comes to mind, in this regard.

In most cases, Mertz will use the diminished seventh to add a darkened colour.
However, he occasionally employs them as dominant functions, as in the F# Major
section of ‘Elfenreigen’ (Ex.3.38).

Ex.3.38 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 3, ‘Elgenreigen’, bars 33–37.

Like his contemporaries, Mertz occasionally uses the expressive power of the
Neapolitan sixth, favoured in minor keys, as highlighted in bar 18 of ‘Capriccio’
(Ex.3.39), and bars 9, 36 and 39 of ‘Romanze’ (Exx.3.40 and 3.41).
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Ex.3.39 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 3, ‘Capriccio’, bars 16–21.

Ex.3.40 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 1, ‘Romanze’, bars 8–10.

Ex.3.41 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 1, ‘Romanze’, bars 35–39.

Perhaps the most interesting use of the Neapolitan chord by Mertz is found towards
the end of the ‘Romanze’ in the second volume. Following the chromatic run
discussed in Ex.3.31, Mertz arrives at what seems to be a ‘Neapolitan major seventh’
chord (Ex.3.42). The tonic pedal that was present in the previous few bars remains in
the bass of the Neapolitan sixth, adding a major seventh to the chord before
resolving to the dominant, and then to the tonic. This application of the Neapolitan
major seventh is strikingly similar to Beethoven’s famous use of the same chord in
his Third Symphony. In the first movement of that symphony, the development
section reaches a great moment of tension as Beethoven hammers out an extremely
dissonant chord across the orchestra (bar 147 of Beethoven’s Third Symphony). In
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the context of Beethoven’s symphony, this unusually dissonant chord has been
widely theorised as more of a polychord, one that combines tonic and dominant
chords, although its spelling is very similar to that of Mertz’s Neapolitan major
seventh, and it is entirely likely that Mertz is boldly quoting Beethoven in a much
smaller texture and form.217 Technically, Beethoven is in the key of Bb Major at the
point of arrival of the tonic-dominant polychords, although he subtly resolves to E
minor through the use of a B7 with an added minor ninth following the polychord.
Albeit subtle and, arguably, treated as a passing note, that minor ninth is also found
in Mertz’s resolution. The chord spelling and resolution are slightly different
between the two, but the effect is certainly similar.

Ex.3.42 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 1, ‘Romanze’, bars 44–48.
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Evidence to support the polychord theory arises from the tonic and dominant chords being split
between the strings and horns, which clash with each other.
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In major keys, Mertz appears to favour the augmented sixth more than the
Neapolitan sixth. Italian sixths (Ex.3.43) are most common, although French
(Ex.3.44) and German (Ex.3.45) sixths are also present in his Bardenklänge.

Ex.3.43 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 4, ‘Gondoliera’, bars 11–12.

Ex.3.44 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 11, ‘Lied ohne Worte’, bars 14–16.

Ex.3.45 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 2, ‘Abendlied’, bars 36–37. 218

218

There was an error in the original Haslinger edition, in which the note C should be naturalised in
order to spell the German sixth correctly. The correct adjustment has been made in this example, as it
has in Simon Wynberg’s editions, to which the present author resorted.
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Ossian in the Bardenklänge
The following section highlights explicit references to Ossian and features that evoke
or suggest Ossianic themes, accompanied by an analysis of the extent to which the
poems of Ossian influenced Mertz in his conception and composition of the
Bardenklänge. Chapter one is duly cross-referenced, since Ossianic features were
discussed there in the context of nineteenth-century music and Romanticism.

As the pieces in Mertz’s Bardenklänge have no text and no programme
accompanying them, it makes identifying the presence of Ossian considerably more
difficult. In certain instances, one can only speculate as to whether Mertz was
referencing the epic poetry. However, there are a few titles that explicitly reference
bardic poetry, the first being ‘An Malvina’, the first piece of the first volume and a
direct reference to Ossian. Malvina, a character in the poems of Ossian (see Fig.3.2),
appears at the beginning of chapters in that work of poetry. This is likely why Mertz
opened his Bardenklänge with this piece. This direct reference suggests that Mertz
was familiar with the poetry, and that it was a decisive factor in writing this set of
character pieces. Furthermore, this lends credence to the view that the Bardenklänge
were named in honour of the poems of Ossian. The word ‘Bardenklänge’ literally
translates as ‘Bardic Songs’, a rather vague title. If Mertz had not directly referenced
Ossian, the title Bardenklänge could be construed as a common folk-themed title, but
evidence of Mertz’s Ossianic-themed knowledge suggests deeper inspiration
stemming from MacPherson’s text. This argument is supported by the presence of
Ossianic themes that were outlined above in Chapter one.219 There are two features
that stand out as Ossian-like in style: the presence of an introduction and the harp-
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See Table.1.1 and Table.1.2.
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like figures (see Ex.3.46). Referring back to Table 1.1, it can be seen that the
presence of introductory and conclusive material is common amongst Ossianic
works, falling under the theme of ‘memory’ (one that was commonly employed to
evoke an Ossianic style). Most notable in this case is the fact that Moulton found that
the theme of memory was most commonly portrayed through the representation of a
bard telling a story. The idea of a ‘framed’ form in Gade’s Echoes of Ossian was
highlighted by Moulton, and while in that instance the ‘framed’ form was notably
made thus by its palindromic structure, the introductory and conclusive material in
Mertz’s Bardenklänge framed the pieces therein in a simpler form. A large number
of pieces contain both an introduction and postlude that vary in length, adding to the
narrative of the music. As noted previously, this feature is shared with
Mendelssohn’s Songs without Words and may be the result of direct influence.
Regardless, the framing of music between an introduction and postlude adds an
element of the ‘Folk’ and is certainly Ossianic in style.

‘An Malvina’ references the theme of memory through its introductory material, and
the idea of a bard telling a story is further aided by the presence of harp-like figures
in bar 4, creating a dream-like quality. This harp-like flourish acts as an audible
representation of a bard introducing a story, as Ossian would in Ossianic poetry.
Another element of Ossianic style present in ‘An Malvina’ is Mertz’s borrowing of
notes from the minor mode by lowering the third and sixth scale degrees.220 This
Schubertian technique effectively portrays the Ossianic theme of the ‘joy of grief’
outlined in Chapter one.
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Adams, Daniel, 27.
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Ex.3.46 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 1, ‘An Malvina’, bars 1–4.

Fig.3.2 Johann Peter Krafft, Ossian and Malvina, 1810.

The presence of introductory material and harp-like flourishes are present throughout
Mertz’s Bardenklänge, even in works that appear to have no reference to the Ossian
poetry. Mertz was obviously fond of using them as compositional tools; however,
score markings calling for the performer to play like a harp exist only in two sets,
both of which explicitly reference The poems of Ossian. These examples are
outlined and discussed below.
Directly following ‘An Malvina’, Mertz alludes to Ossian in the second piece of the
first volume, ‘Romanze’.
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Ex.3.47 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 1, ‘Romanze’, bars 1–12.

As can be seen in Ex.3.47, Mertz opens the second piece of his Bardenklänge with a
longer and more dramatic introduction than that of ‘An Malvina’. Mertz begins with
an E minor chord, utilising all six strings, calling for the performer to roll the
opening chord, as would be executed on a harp. This is followed by an arpeggiated
flourish similar the harp-like figure found in ‘An Malvina’, but Mertz specifically
notates the flourish in ‘Romanze’ ‘Imitation del Arpa’, meaning ‘Imitate a harp’. The
broken chord followed by a harp-like flourish is repeated in bar 2, this time in A
minor. In bars 7–8, the call for harp-like playing returns, as Mertz asks the performer
to play a series of rising and falling arpeggios ‘quasi Arpa’, meaning ‘like a harp’.
This introductory style is quite like that found in Gottschalk’s Ossian: Deux ballades
pour piano (see Ex.1.4), although Mertz’s piece was published three years before
Gottschalk’s. However, it is the combination of harp-like arpeggios within an
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introductory section that creates an Ossianic style. The contrast between the
introductory material and the main body of composition that follows presents an
Ossianic style similar to that of Schubert and Zelter in their Ossianic works. Mertz
shifts from a dramatic and ornate introduction in common time to more subdued and
song-like material in 6/8 (Ex.3.48).
Ex.3.48 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 1, ‘Romanze’, bars 13–26.

There is little evidence that Mertz intended any of the pieces in his Bardenklänge to
be related, but the two pieces in the first volume could be an exception. Both pieces
are Ossianic in style and contrast with each other: ‘An Malvina’ in G major and
‘Romanze’ in the relative E minor; this could also be a representation of contrasting
themes at a macro level. The combination of Ossianic elements that make up this
volume suggests that its inspiration derives from MacPherson’s epic poems.

The other set that appears to stem from the poems of Ossian is the fifth volume.
Mertz, once again, explicitly references Ossian in the opening piece, ‘FingalsHöhle’.The title of the piece is a direct reference to a sea cave on Scotland's Isle of
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Staffa named after the hero Fingal, found in The poems of Ossian. This is the same
cave after which Mendelssohn named his ‘Hebrides’ Overture, inspired after a visit
to the Isle of Staffa.221 Mertz’s piece conjures up similar images to those in
Mendelssohn’s overture, albeit more frantic ones (see Ex.3.49 below).

Ex.3.49 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 5, ‘Fingals-Höhle’, bars 1–11.

Once again, Mertz opens this Ossian-inspired work with an introduction. He makes
use of dominant and diminished harmonies in order to create a sense of tension and
unease throughout the opening bars. The first two bars open with a rising E minor
scale in the bass, accompanied by a repeated E minor chord above, and a chromatic
passing note on the second beat of the second bar. This low melodic movement,
accompanied by a raised fourth passing note, creates a haunting and unnerving
introduction. The sense of disquiet is facilitated by the arrival of the diminished

Porter, James: ‘Ossian’, Grove Music Online (Oxford University Press), accessed 4 April 2018,
https://doi.org/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.article.47070
221
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seventh chord at the third bar, resolving to the dominant seventh, and the same idea
repeated up an octave in the fourth bar. Mertz then expands the four-bar idea, ending
once again on the dominant, slowly fading before entering into the main section. As
noted above in Chapter one, the presence of the supernatural is a theme associated
with Ossian, although it is rather difficult to identify in music without the aid of text.
Mertz is certainly suggesting something supernatural-like here, with this haunted
introduction. Diminished harmonies have been identified with the portrayal of
supernatural themes, something that Mertz uses effectively in ‘Fingals-Höhle’. Once
again, the presence of diminished harmonies is a feature throughout the whole of the
Bardenklänge, suggesting that Mertz was simply fond of using them as a
compositional tool. Context is important, however, and the application of diminished
sevenths in a piece that directly references Ossian certainly creates an Ossian-like
style for the listener. The application of diminished harmonies to portray
supernatural ideas pre-dates the nineteenth century, notably in Mozart’s opera Don
Giovanni, during the Commendatore’s resurrection. This application of diminished
harmonies was further elaborated and expanded upon during the nineteenth century.
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Ex.3.50 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 5, ‘Fingals-Höhle’, bars 11–18.

In the main body of the work, Mertz retains the opening melodic line and surrounds
it with continuous arpeggiated movement, conjuring images of a raging storm. This
piece employs all but one of the key features identified by Moulton that create a
tumultuous effect. These include rapid arpeggiated movement, chromaticism and
alteration between semitones. The alteration between semitones is particularly
prominent towards the end of the piece, in which he accents these leading notes,
continually building tension towards the climax of the piece (Ex.3.51 and Ex.3.52).
This feature is also present towards the end of the ‘Romanze’ in the first volume,
with Mertz marking the semitone shift misterioso in bar 48 (Ex.3.53). Following
this, Mertz once again employs a flowing arpeggiated idea reminiscent of a harp.
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Ex.3.51 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 5, ‘Fingals-Höhle’, bars 46–49.

Ex.3.52 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 5, ‘Fingals-Höhle’, bars 54–59.

Ex.3.53 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 1, ‘Romanze’, bars 47–52.
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As in the first volume, the second piece in the fifth volume does not explicitly
reference Ossian but, nonetheless, contains Ossianic features. The title, ‘Gebeth’, can
be translated as ‘Prayer’, alluding to the spiritual aspect of Ossian. The piece opens
with a choral-like introduction marked Andante religioso, suggestive of some form
of sacred work. However, as seen below in Ex.3.54, Mertz marks the opening chords
to be played like a harp once more, suggesting an Ossianic style. The spiritual
element of Ossian that Mertz is tapping into here recalls themes of death, loss and
the ‘joy of grief’. The chorale-like introduction further adds to the sense of nostalgia
present throughout the Bardenklänge.
Ex.3.54 Mertz, Bardenklänge, Volume 5, ‘Gebeth’, bars 1–16.

Thematically, Mertz taps into most of Ossian’s themes, as laid out in Chapter one, all
within four pieces. It is clear, however, that Mertz does not explore the idea of
military heroism, most likely due to the lack of timbral resources. As this thesis has
shown, Mertz’s compositional style often plays to the guitar’s strengths, resulting in
an idiom complimentary to this soft-toned instrument, and this is most clear in his
Bardenklänge. Military heroism was most commonly represented through fanfaric
themes and the use of brass instruments—musical phenomena with which the guitar
has little in common. Instead, Mertz opts to imitate the harp, Ossian’s most
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commonly referenced instrument. The guitar is well suited for playing in a harp-like
style (this being one of the many idioms Mertz adapts in order to add colour to his
works).
Summary
The present chapter has shown that only four pieces have been identified as directly
stemming from MacPherson’s poetry. However, given that some of the Ossianic
traits are present in other pieces, it is worth considering John Daverio’s theory that
Ossian evoked a blend of musical responses from nineteenth-century composers. It is
certainly evident that Mertz was aware of Ossian, whether this stemmed from other
works of Ossianic influence or directly from the poetry. Other thematic material in
Mertz’s Bardenklänge that appears to be more generic could still fall under the
umbrella of ‘Ossianic themes’; however, arguing the validity of the latter would be a
fruitless exercise. It has been established that Mertz certainly embraced some of
these themes but that, more importantly, he was part of a musical movement that
celebrated the connection between poetry and music. The numerous links made
between Mertz and the compositional exemplars of early Romantic pianism are
legion. Of these composers, the most notable in terms of direct influence on Mertz
appear to be Schubert and Mendelssohn. Despite the fact that Mertz took from the
wellspring of generic nineteenth-century pianism, the numerous connections
(explicit and implicit) to Schubert and Mendelssohn suggest that Mertz was likely
aware of and familiar with their music and style, incorporating both into his own
lyric compositions. Melodically and harmonically, his pieces are very much ‘of their
time’, at least within the realm of miniatures. The large amount of chromaticism
present in these pieces certainly suggests this feature, and although modulations to
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distant keys do not occur often, Mertz does briefly flit in and out of such key areas in
some pieces, a trait that one can often find in Chopin’s miniatures.

To conclude, one can make concluding comments with regard to some of the
hallmarks of Mertz’s style in his Bardenklänge. On a macro level, loose structural
development is very prominent throughout many pieces in the Bardenklänge. The
extended and varied sections that develop in the latter halves of these pieces add to
the narrative and storytelling, almost creating a through-composed quality. Within
these sections, another characteristic feature is often found, namely, the flowing,
arpeggiated style reminiscent of nineteenth-century piano compositions. The
frequent use of diminished seventh chords and appoggiatura chords are particularly
notable in chordal devices. The large quantity of diminished seventh chords to
display emotion and turmoil is undoubtedly one of the most ‘Romantic’ traits in
nineteenth-century harmony, and it is one that Mertz does not shy away from. His
repetitive use of appoggiatura chords is almost as common as his use of diminished
seventh chords, and just as effective in expressing emotion. Finally, the Ossianic
elements outlined contribute greatly to the overall style evident in the Bardenklänge,
most notably the highly ornamented, harp-like figures that appear in the introductory
material. Much like Mertz’s use of structure and form, these figures greatly aid in the
storytelling process.
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Conclusion
This thesis has revealed a number of answers to those research questions posed in the
introduction, contributing to the rapidly-growing research on Mertz. Furthermore, it
compliments the growing interest and exploration of nineteenth-century guitar music
experienced over the past few decades. The contribution to knowledge will be
further discussed in the following paragraphs.
The first research question posed in this thesis relates to the general style of the
Bardenklänge, which overlaps to a certain degree with other research questions
posed. Through his Bardenklänge, Mertz sought to embrace the rather neglected and
timid nature of the guitar by exploring contemporary lines of Romantic aesthetics
shared by many nineteenth-century pianists, rather than imitate the more grandiose
nature of the piano that was showcased on the concert platform. His use of harmony,
melody and texture, although not to be considered highly progressive, is certainly in
line with the common trends of nineteenth-century Romanticism, and in a manner
that still fits within the guitar’s idiom. It was found that Mertz is most progressive
through his use of melody, whether it be through frequent appoggiaturas or
chromatic lines, adding a strong degree of tension to harmonic devices while
complimenting the poetic nature of the Bardenklänge. Perhaps the most noteworthy
element of style is Mertz’s arpeggiated accompaniment, often found through his
more lyrical pieces—a feature which ties into the research question as to how Mertz
draws upon early nineteenth-century piano repertoire. Chapter three outlined
numerous connections between the Bardenklänge, and music by Schubert,
Schumann, Mendelssohn, Liszt and Chopin. However, it is Mertz’s adaptation of a
pianistic accompaniment that was found to be most prominent. While the connection
between Mertz and nineteenth-century pianism has been often highlighted, this thesis
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has elaborated on the link, illuminating the manner in which Mertz emulates a piano
style, and how he adapts that style to fit the guitar idiom. These features are cleverly
used to represent the large quantity of Romantic themes to which Mertz draws from,
some of which had not featured in the guitar’s repertoire prior to the publishing of
the Bardenklänge.
The last two research questions concern the connection between music and poetry in
the nineteenth century. Chapter one notes the crossover of poetry and music as a
defining trait of nineteenth-century Romanticism, providing context for Mertz’s
poetic references and style. Mertz bridges the two in a suitable manner for his
instrument, and to a degree not seen before his compositional career. While Mertz’s
use of poetic titles certainly suggests an influence of poetry, his stylistic approach
employed in the Bardenklänge further enhances the connection. It has been
highlighted that Mertz latched on to the feeling of nostalgia, taking inspiration from
ancient tales, and expressed these ideas through the medium of character pieces.
Much like Mertz’s connection to nineteenth-century pianism, the link between the
Bardenklänge and the poems of Ossian have been made in previous research.
However, this thesis expanded on the connection, outlining Ossianic traits found in
the existing research on Ossian in music, and highlighting their presence in the
Bardenklänge. The epic poems of Ossian are cleverly, and in many instances, subtly
integrated into the overall structure and makeup of Mertz’s Bardenklänge.
Having been born into a time that experienced one of the greatest periods of growth
in the guitar’s history, J.K. Mertz can justly attribute his success as a performer and
composer to those that worked so hard to promote and elevate the instrument to a
level it had never experienced before. Born into peasantry, it would have been near
impossible for a solo guitarist like Mertz to tour Europe and enjoy the patronage of
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royalty just a few decades before his birth in 1806. His successful performing career
can rightly be attributed to those who brought the guitar to the concert stage;
however, as this thesis has revealed, it was Mertz who gifted the instrument’s
repertoire with a truly Romantic style of composition. By the time he had crafted a
successful touring career, his compositional style was one that was unusually absent
from the instrument’s repertoire. The notable lack of a thoroughly Romantic style in
guitar composition during the first half of the nineteenth century could be considered
unusual given certain perceptions and associations of the instrument with romantic
ideas, certainly more so than with the piano. However, it is important not to conflate
the guitar as a concert instrument and as a social instrument, as its function and
output were widely different between the two in the nineteenth century. The guitar as
a social instrument remained consistently popular throughout the nineteenth century,
and was certainly associated with ‘Romantic’ ideas, but its purpose largely served to
accompany the voice. On the other hand, the guitar as a concert instrument, and the
music associated with it, is much more complex from a musicological viewpoint
between the years of 1800 and 1850. Popularity of the instrument increased during
the first three decades of the nineteenth century, but ultimately, it struggled thereafter
due to an array of issues regarding volume and other physical constraints. Most
pertinent to this thesis, though, was the lack of a contemporary style in its repertoire.
While known for his virtuosic displays in concert, it has been found that much of
Mertz’s compositional output rejects shallow virtuosity, and is replaced with the
subtle nature of poetic music that truly embraces the essence of nineteenth-century
Romanticism. This poetic style is deeply integrated into the character pieces of his
Bardenklänge, being both refreshing and unique in many regards.
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